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INTRODUCTION 

European credit transfer and accumulation system (ECTS) is a 

system of transferring and accumulating credits used in the European 

Higher Education Area with the aim to provide recognition, verify 

qualifications and educational components, facilitate academic mobility of 

higher education applicants. 

The system is based on defining academic workload of the higher 

education applicants required to achieve specified learning outcomes and is 

recorded in ECTS credits. 

ECTS Credit is a unit measuring the volume of academic workload 

of higher education applicant required to achieve specific (expected) 

learning outcomes. 

One ECTS credit equals to 30 hours. 

Workload of one academic year for full-time study is usually 48 

ECTS credits. 

Credits are awarded to higher education applicants after successful 

covering of the discipline and positive assessment of the achieved learning 

outcomes. Credit transfer and accumulation are facilitated by the use of 

ECTS key documents. 

The list of discipline grades reflects the achievements of a post-

graduate student in a way that is generally comprehensible and can be 

easily perceived in various educational institutions, using the table of grade 

correspondence under 100-score assessment system and the ECTS scale. 

 
Table of correspondence of the ECTS grading scale and  

SUTE (State University of Trade and Economics) assessment system 

Definition 
Grade according to 

KNUTE system 

Excellent performance with few mistakes  90–100 

Above average with several mistakes 82–89 

Generally correct work with a number of 

significant errors  
75–81 

Not bad, but considerable amount of 
drawbacks  

69–74 

Performance meets the minimum criteria  60–68 
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The end of the table 

Definition 
Grade according to SUTE 

 system 

Certain amount of work has to be done before 
retaking 

35–59 

Serious further work, course repetition is 

required  
1–34 

 

1. General information. 

1.1. Name and address. 

State University of Trade and Economics: (SUTE) /  

Kyiv National University of Trade and Economics (KNUTE) 

Address: Ukraine, 02156, Kyiv, 19, Kyoto str. 

Phone: (044) 531 31 73, (044) 531 47 41 

E-mail: knute@knute.edu.ua 

Official website: www.knute.edu.ua 

"Facebook" official profile of SUTE: 

"Instagram" official profile of SUTE: 

https://www.instagram.com/knute_official/ 

"Telegram" official channel of SUTE: https://t.me/knteu 

"YouTube" official channel of SUTE: 

https://www.youtube.com/user/kyotostreet  

 

1.2. Institution description (type and status in particular). 

State University of Trade and Economics (SUTE/KNUTE) for its         

75-year history has come a long way of formation and development and is 

currently recognized by society and the international community as a 

producer of highly intelligent resources, a powerful innovative educational 

and scientific complex with modern material and technical base, 

educational technologies, global information networks. 
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1946 - Kyiv branch of All-Union Correspondence Institute of Soviet Trade 

was established 

1959 - Kyiv branch was transferred to subordination of Kharkiv Institute of 

Soviet Trade, later – to Donetsk Institute of Soviet Trade 

1966 - Kyiv Trade and Economic Institute was established 

1994 - Kyiv State University of Trade and Economics was established 

2000 - Given the national and international recognition, the University was 

granted the status of “National” for a significant contribution to the 

development of higher education and science of Ukraine  

2006 - Kyiv National University of Trade and Economics joined the Grand 

Charter of Universities 

2021 - The University celebrated its 75th Anniversary at the state level  

2022 - State University of Trade and Economics (SUTE) was established 

as the legal successor of KNUTE 

 

Management of the University is based on the principles of 

autonomy and self-government, democratization of decision-making. The 

quality management system of SUTE is certified by international 

standards. 

SUTE is the flagship of education and science, a leader in high 

quality training. A significant contribution to the formation of the younger 

generation belongs to a powerful scientific and pedagogical team - 

experienced educators, prominent scientists, public figures, effective 

practitioners, stakeholders. 
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The University introduces European approaches to training a new 

generation of the nation's intellectual elite. International cooperation with 

foreign partners, leading universities, educational and research centers of 

the world opens new opportunities for students. In the coming decades of 

global challenges to humanity, SUTE graduates will become in-demand 

participants in finding effective solutions, solving national, European and 

global problems. 

Strong human resources, involvement of practitioners in the 

educational process and constant updating of the content of education are 

the basis for a high level of training. 

The educational process is aimed at meeting the needs of the labor 

market, the formation of students' competitive advantages, innovative 

competencies. 

A modern library complex with an electronic reader service, access 

to full-text electronic resources of international databases is created. 

SUTE has 3 educational institutes, 9 colleges and 2 higher 

commercial schools located in Kyiv, Kharkiv, Vinnytsia, Chernivtsi, 

Khmelnytsky, Uzhhorod, Kolomyia, Burshtyn, Zhytomyr and Odesa. 

There are 6 faculties in the basic institution of SUTE: Faculty of 

International Trade and Law; Faculty of Economics, Management and 

Psychology; Faculty of Finance and Accounting; Faculty of Information 

Technology; Faculty of Restaurant, Hotel and Tourism Business; Faculty 

of Trade and Marketing. 

There are about 18,000 students in 26 Bachelor's and 19 Master's 

specialties, 60 Bachelor's (4 of them in English) and 64 Master's (10 of 

them in English) educational professional programs. 

SUTE carries out the training, retraining and advanced training of 

specialists in foreign and domestic trade, international economic relations, 

public management and administration, finance and banking, insurance, 

entrepreneurship, trading and exchange activities, accounting and taxation, 

financial control and audit, management, marketing, journalism, law, 

international law, tourism, hotel and restaurant business, food technology, 

psychology, philology, sociology and IT industry: cybersecurity, software 

engineering, computer science and system analysis.  

Among the graduates of the University there are well-known public 

and political figures, heads of state and government authorities, 

organizations and businesses, scientists, businessmen and entrepreneurs. 

There are 22 research schools, postgraduate and doctoral studies at 

SUTE. The university has a strong team of highly qualified teachers and 

researchers, able to successfully solve tasks. The proportion of teachers 

with scientific degrees of doctor and candidate of sciences is more than 
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80%, including honored workers of science and technology, honorary 

figures of higher education, academics and corresponding members of 

National and branch Academies of Sciences. 

Postgraduate Study Department of State University of Trade and 

Economics has been opened since 1966, it trains over 150 postgraduate 

students per year. The postgraduate program provides training for 15 

specialties and the doctoral program is for 8 specialties. 

After defending the dissertations, the vast majority of graduates 

remain to work at the University and are involved in the formation and 

implementation of policies to improve the quality of activities. 

The systematic approach to ensuring the quality of educational 

activities and the quality of higher education of SUTE allowed to 

successfully pass in 2019 the international accreditation of educational 

and scientific program      051 "Economics" by the Accreditation 

Commission of the French High Council for Evaluation of Research and 

Higher Education, as well as numerous national procedures with high 

results, including the Assessment for "Exemplary". 

To ensure a high level of training of students as well as postgraduate 

and doctoral students, the following centers function: Institute of Higher 

Qualification, Center for European Education, Department of distance 

education support, where specialists are trained and retrained without 

leaving their main professional activity;  Distance learning system, Center 

for the External Independent Evaluation (EIE) Preparation, Preparatory 

Department for Foreigners and Stateless Persons, Career Development 

Center, Center for technology transfer, Center of Knowledge Testing and 

Monitoring, Career Guidance Center, Center of pedagogical and 

psychological studies, High School of Teacher Excellence, Center of 

formation of contracts, Training and Production Association, Cultural and 

Art Center, Training and Methodical Department, Training Department, 

Business Incubator, Training and Research Center for Business Simulation, 

Scientific and Technical Center for Certification of Products, Services and 

Quality Systems. There is also a Law Clinic “Center for Legal Protection”, 

which provides free legal assistance. 

Institute of Higher Qualification is a structural unit of SUTE, which 

provides educational services, including ones of international level, to 

prepare highly qualified professionals willing to work in modern economic 

conditions and compete successfully both on the domestic and 

international labor markets (MBA programs, second higher education, 

retraining and further training of staff).  

The university has a powerful scientific and pedagogical team, able 

to solve set tasks. The creative scientific teams of the University work 
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diligently to solve topical scientific problems, the results of the research 

are published in the scientific journals "Scientia Fructuosa", "Foreign Trade: 

Economics, Finance, Law", the international scientific and practical journal 

"Products and Markets". 

 The proportion of doctors of science in 2021 in the total number of 

scientific and pedagogical workers was 17,6 %, candidates of science – 

60,3 %, i.e. the share of employees with a scientific degree was 78 %. 

Experts of SUTE are actively involved in developing strategic directions of 

quality education assurance, they take part in a number of commissions of 

the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine as well as other 

ministries and departments.  

One of the significant advantages of SUTE is the developed material 

and technical base of the European level for study, living, personal 

development. 

Modernized educational buildings, classrooms are equipped with 

modern demonstration equipment, and laboratories – with the necessary 

equipment; Numerous multifunctional open-space and co-working areas, 

sports grounds, football field, tennis courts, rehearsal halls, numerous 

restaurants and a comfortable University campus provide all the conditions 

for study, leisure and comfortable living. 

Members of the University union have the opportunity to restore 

their health in the recreation complexes on the Black Sea coast. 

Educational institution provides free legal and psychological 

assistance; there are many scientific groups and professional clubs. 

State University of Trade and Economics concluded numerous 

agreements on creative scientific and technical commonwealth and 

cooperation in training specialists in all fields, including the 

Ministry for Development of Economy, Trade and Agriculture, the 

Ministry of Finance of Ukraine, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine, 

the State Fiscal Service of Ukraine, the State Treasury Service of Ukraine, 

Anti-Monopoly Committee of Ukraine, the State Finance Inspection of 

Ukraine, the Pension Fund of Ukraine, Ukrainian Audit Chamber, the 

National Bank of Ukraine as well as the leading commercial banks, trade, 

hotel and restaurant chains, advertising agencies, logistics and distribution 

centers and other organizations and institutions.  

Creative contacts are established and maintained with more than 100 

institutions of higher education, international centers and institutions from 

30 countries of the world. An exchange of teachers and students is carried 

out, the improvement of educational programs at different levels of 

training and retraining of specialists as well as international projects on the 
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integration of higher education are implemented, students undertake an 

internship in 10 foreign countries. 

The university is a member of the prestigious international 

organizations: the European Public Law Center (EPLC), the Magna 

Charta of the European Universities, the Francophone University 

Agency (AUF), the International Association for Commodity Science and 

Technology, the International Culinary Union, the European Retail 

Academy, the World Leisure Organization. 

There are well-known public figures, heads of state and government 

authorities, organizations and businesses, diplomatic officials and 

scientists, entrepreneurs among the graduates of the university. 

 

1.3. Academic bodies. 

 
Mazaraki 

Anatoliy 

 

 

 

 

Prytulska 

Natalia 

 

Melnichenko 

Svitlana 

 

Sai 

Valeriy 

 

 

Rector, Doctor of Sciences (Economics), Professor, 

Academician of the National Academy of Educational 

Sciences of Ukraine, Honored Worker of Science and 

Technology of Ukraine, Laureate of State Prize of Ukraine 

in Science and Technology 

 

First Vice-Rector for Scientific-Pedagogical Work, Doctor 

of Technical Sciences, Professor 

 

Vice-Rector for Scientific Work, Doctor of Sciences 

(Economics), Professor 

 

Vice-Rector for Scientific-Pedagogical Work and 

International Relations, PhD in Economics, Associate 

Professor, Protocol Advisor of I Rank 

 

 

 

1.4. Academic calendar. 

Start of academic classes – 1 October.  

End of classes – 30 June.  

Educational and scientific program is a system of educational 

components at the third level of higher education within the specialty that 

defines the requirements for the educational background of persons who 

can begin training under this program; the list of subjects and logical 

sequence of their study, the number of ECTS credits required for the 

implementation of this program and the expected learning outcomes 
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(competencies), which doctor of philosophy degree seeking applicant 

should master. Training of PhD seekers is carried out upon the 

educational and scientific program and curriculum.  
Educational and scientific program studies consists of educational 

and research components. 

The educational component involves gaining theoretical knowledge, 

skills and other competencies sufficient to produce new ideas, to solve 

complex problems in professional, research and innovation activity as well 

as to master the methodology of scientific and teaching activities. 

The research component involves prosecution of own research led by 

one or two supervisors and presentation of the results in a dissertation. 

Doctoral dissertation is an independent detailed study that offers a solution 

to current scientific challenges in a particular area of knowledge or on the 

verge of some branches, the results of which are original contribution to 

the body of knowledge of the branch (branches) and they are published in 

the relevant publications.     

The scientific results of the dissertation must be covered in at least 

three scientific publications of the applicant, which include: 

1) articles in scientific publications included in the list of scientific 

professional publications of Ukraine on the date of publication. If the 

number of co-authors in such an article (together with the applicant) is 

more than two people, such an article is equivalent to 0.5 publications 

(except for publications specified in subparagraph 2 of this paragraph); 

2) articles in periodicals published in the Web of Science Core 

Collection and / or Scopus databases (except for publications of the state 

recognized by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine as the aggressor state); 

3) not more than one patent for an invention that has passed the 

qualification examination and directly relates to the scientific results of the 

dissertation, which is equivalent to one scientific publication; 

4) individual monographs recommended for publication by academic 

councils of institutions and reviewed, except for individual monographs 

published in a state recognized by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine as an 

aggressor state. Individual sections in collective monographs are equated to 

individual monographs under the same conditions. 

Article in the edition referred to the first - third quartiles (Q1 – Q3) 

according to the SCImago Journal and Country Rank or Journal Citation 

Reports classification, or a single monograph that meets these requirements 

is equivalent to two scientific publications. 

Belonging of the scientific publication to the first - third quartiles           

(Q1 – Q3) according to the SCImago Journal and Country Rank or Journal 

Citation Reports classification is determined according to the rating in the 
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year in which the relevant publication was published or if the rating for the 

year is not published on the date of the one-time council published rating. 

Articles are credited on the topic of the dissertation provided that the 

obtained scientific results are substantiated in accordance with the purpose 

of the article (task) and conclusions, as well as the publication of not more 

than one article in one issue of a scientific publication. 

Articles published after the entry into force of the "Procedure for 

awarding the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and revocation of the 

decision of the one-time specialized scientific council of higher education, 

scientific institution on awarding the degree of Doctor of Philosophy", 

approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine from January 12, 2022 № 

44 only if they have an active DOI (Digital Object Identifier), except for 

publications that contain information classified as a state secret one or 

information for official use. 

 

1.5. The list of available academic programs.  

Key and Title Branch of Knowledge Specialty 

03 Humanities 033 Philosophy 

05 Social and behavioural sciences 051 Economics 

052 Politology 

053 Psychology 

07 Management and 

Administration  

 

071 Accounting and taxation 

072 Finance, banking and insurance 

073 Management 

075 Marketing 

076 Entrepreneurship, trade and 

exchange activities 

08 Law 081 Law 

12 Information technologies 122 Computer sciences 

18 Manufacturing and 

technologies 

181 Food technologies 

28 Public Management and 

Administration 

281 Public Management and 

Administration 

29 International relations 292 International Economic 

Relations 
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293 International law 

 
 

1.6. Admission requirements, including language policy and 
registration procedure. 

Information on the conditions of admission to study for educational 
degrees of «Bachelor» and «Master» is available on the website of              
State University of Trade and Economics: 
https://www.knteu.kiev.ua/blog/read/?pid=4936&uk 
 
1.7. Mechanisms for credit mobility and prior learning recognition 
(formal and informal). 

Definition of credit mobility and prior learning is conducted under 

the Law of Ukraine «On Education», the Law of Ukraine «On Higher 

Education», Regulations on the procedure of realizing the right for 

academic mobility. 

 Mobility is a key principle of the formation of the European higher 

education area, which provides a variety of opportunities for free 

movement of participants of the educational process aimed to the academic 

and general cultural enrichment and which serves to ensure the integrity, 

quality, validity of acquired competencies. 

The forms of academic mobility for participants of the educational 

process that obtain educational degrees of Bachelor, Master and Doctor of 

Philosophy at SUTE are as follows: 

- training upon the programs of academic mobility based on bilateral 

or multilateral agreements between SUTE and higher education institutions 

- partners regarding academic mobility programs (without getting a second 

document of higher education);  

- training upon the programs of academic mobility based on bilateral 

or multilateral agreements between SUTE and higher education institutions 

- partners regarding academic mobility programs (with the possibility of 

joint or double diplomas of higher education );  

- language training; 

- scientific practice. 
The regulation of credit mobility is based on the following 

documents:  
 - course catalogue; 
 - learning agreement; 
 - academic transcript; 
 - certificate of educational practice. 
 

 

https://www.knteu.kiev.ua/blog/read/?pid=4936&uk
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1.8. Policy of ECTS credits distribution (institutional credit 

framework). 

Distribution of ECTS credits is based on the official length of 

training program cycle and is defined by the curriculum. 

SUTE distributes credits among academic disciplines independently. 

Credits are allocated to all the disciplines that the postgraduate student 

studies as well. 

 

1.9. Mechanisms of academic management. 

Mechanisms of academic management at SUTE are defined by: 

- Regulations on the procedure for the preparation of higher education 

candidates for a degree of Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Science;  

- Regulations on the organization of the educational process of higher 

education candidates for a degree of Doctor of Philosophy at SUTE;  

- Regulations on the certification of candidates for the degree of Doctor of 

Sciences at SUTE 

- Regulations on the certification of candidates for the degree of Doctor of 

Philosophy at SUTE; 

- Regulations on the assessment of learning outcomes of students and 

postgraduate students; 

- Regulations on the certification of postgraduate and doctoral students at 

SUTE; 

- Regulations on independent work of students and postgraduate students 

of SUTE;  

- Regulations on the procedure for realizing the right to academic mobility 

at SUTE;  

- Regulations on the reserve for admittance to the postgraduate and 

doctoral studies of SUTE; 

- Regulations on the observance of academic integrity by the pedagogical, 

academic, scientific workers and candidates of education of SUTE; 

- Regulations on the appeal of the results of the final knowledge control of 

higher education students of SUTE;  

- Regulations on the development and implementation of educational and 

scientific programs of SUTE of the third level of higher education; 

- Concept of the internal quality assurance of applicants for higher 

education «Doctor of Philosophy»; 

- Ethical Code of the higher education candidate of SUTE; 

- Standards of higher education of the third (educational and scientific) 

degree of higher education of the Doctor of Philosophy; 

- A Guidebook to a Ph.D. student. 
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2. Resources and facilities. 
2.1. Accommodation/housing conditions. 

On the territory of the campus there is a dormitory for postgraduate 
students, situated 5-minute walk from the main academic building and a 
15-minute walk from metro stations «Lisova» and «Chernihivska». The 
city center (Khreschatyk St.) can be reached in 30 minutes. There’s a forest 
park zone and Kyoto Park near the university.  

Postgraduate students from other cities get housing in the dormitory 

in case if free rooms are available upon application from Postgraduate and 

doctoral department by order of the Rector. The university and the 

postgraduate student conclude a contract on the right of residence in the 

dormitory, which establishes the rights and duties and responsibilities of 

the parties for compliance and enforcement.  
Dormitory address: 
• № 5 – 6-a Miliutenko st., Kyiv, 02156; 
   Tel. (044) 518-92-63, (044) 518-92-94  

 
2.2. Catering. 

The University has modern canteens in buildings B, D, E, L and M 
(57 Chigorina st.) where there is an opportunity to take quality, balanced 
and inexpensive meals. In particular, the cafe-restaurant «Venice» 
(Building B) serves Italian cuisine.   

Cafes work every day in all academic buildings, where it is possible 
to buy own-produced foods: main dishes (over 15 types), side dishes (over 
10 types), cold dishes (over 12 types), hot and cold drinks, fresh pastries 
and desserts, produced in our own confectionery shop (over 35 types). 
Vending machines with hot and cold drinks as well as confectionery 
operate in all academic buildings and dormitories.  

 
2.3. Financial support of postgraduate students. 

Postgraduate students of full-time (daytime) education, studying at 
the expense of the state budget (for government contract), receive an 
academic scholarship once a month within proven university funding. 

Size of academic scholarships, order of appointment and payment is 
determined by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine.  
For excellence in studying, taking part in scientific and public work 

postgraduate students may be allocated personal academic scholarship of 

SUTE and personalised academic scholarships of The President of 

Ukraine, Verkhovna Rada (Supreme Council) of Ukraine, Cabinet of 

Ministers of Ukraine, Kyiv City Head. 
In order to improve living standards and incentives for academic 

achievements as well as for participation in social, sports and scientific 
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activities, the university has the right to provide financial assistance and 
encouragement of undergraduate and postgraduate students enrolled for the 
state order for full-time study using the funds provided in the estimates of 
the university. 

Scholarship Commission decides to provide material support and 
encouragement separately for each person and each payment. 

Appointment and payment of scholarships to postgraduate students 
who are foreign citizens and stateless persons shall be in accordance with 
international agreements of Ukraine and of the Cabinet of Ministers of 
Ukraine.   

 
2.4. Medical services.   

On the territory of campus there is a first aid post where a general 
practitioner together with a nurse and 2 paramedics, in case of need, can 
provide first emergency medical aid to postgraduate students. 

Medical treatment of foreign citizens temporarily residing on the 
territory of Ukraine is carried out in public and municipal health facilities 
at their own expense including health insurance contracts with Ukrainian 
insurers. 

 
2.5. Insurance. 

Medical assistance is given to foreigners or persons without 
citizenship according to the rules, written in the Legislation of Ukraine.  

Provision of medical assistance to foreign citizens is carried out 
according to the Order of providing medical assistance to foreigners and 
people without citizenship, who temporary live on the territory of Ukraine, 
approved by the  Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine Act from the 22nd  of 
June 2011 № 667  and Article 44 of the Law of Ukraine «On insurance».  

Foreigners and persons without citizenship can apply for medical 
assistance, including emergency, to any state or municipal medical care 
establishment. 

Payment of medical assistance cost, including emergency, is carried 
out by foreigners or persons without citizenship in case of deficiency of 
insurance contracts and insurer, if a foreigner has a proper insurance 
contract.  

If necessary, the university helps to obtain medical insurance card for 
providing medical assistance. 

 

2.6. Opportunities for postgraduate students with disabilities and 

special needs. 

 SUTE has created favorable conditions for studying, comfortable stay 

and accommodation of postgraduate students with special needs.   
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Access for postgraduate students with special needs, including those 
in wheelchairs to areas of higher education, dormitories has been provided: 

– Building A is equipped with an elevator and lifting platforms for 
people with special needs; 

– Building D, the congress-hall (building B), dormitories № 2, 4 
have ramps for wheelchairs; 

–  staircase flights  are equipped with handholds; 
– lift call-buttons, light switchers in the university are placed on 

accessible for seated man level.  
Postgraduate students with special needs regularly receive 

psychological assistance of practical psychologists to supply their social 
adaptation. 
  

2.7. Learning facilities. 

One of the significant advantages of SUTE is the material and 

technical base of the European level. Classrooms are equipped with 

modern demonstration equipment, laboratories – with the necessary 

equipment. In total, the University has 60 computer rooms, including 

classrooms equipped for webinars, lectures, practical classes, when 

students are at the University and the teacher works remotely. The 

resources as well as material and technical equipment of the library are 

innovative and meet the needs of modern specialists, providing space for 

independent and team work. 

The University has specially equipped areas for the creative work of 

participants in the educational process - multifunctional coworking space. 

Coworking SUTEHUB is designed for everyone who needs a comfortable 

and cozy workplace for productive work, study, meetings, finding new 

ideas, negotiations, presentations, round tables and workshops. The 

modern comfortable room involves 6 different zones - 3 working zones, a 

recreation room, a conference hall and a meeting area, which provides 

cooperation for 70 participants. 

CoworkingPhygitalHub is divided into several work zones: 

Artspace, which is designed for creative activities and generating 

ideas; Mediationroom, where students can resolve disputes out of 

court, learn the art of negotiation and the intricacies of diplomacy; 

and the main hall of the hub, which features the so-called starry sky 

(Ursa Major and Ursa Minor neon constellations). Coworking halls 

are equipped with everything necessary for comfortable study and 

rest. 

Due to quarantine restrictions, the educational process is mixed 

with the use of distance technologies. 
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Distance learning allows you to implement interactive technologies 

of teaching material, obtain a full higher education or training and has such 

advantages as flexibility, relevance, convenience, modularity, interactivity. 

At the University, distance learning is used as an element of the 

educational process, which is implemented using the corporate distance 

learning platform Moodle, an updated version of which was launched in 

September 2019 on the basis of new servers.  

In addition to the corporate distance learning platform Moodle, 

participants of the educational process widely use software products such 

as video conferencing systems Zoom, Skype, WebEx, Office 365 Teams, 

GoogleClassroom, Intello platforms and more. Numerous messengers are 

used to communicate with students, research and teaching staff of the 

University. 

The library of SUTE is an information-educational, cultural-

educational structural subdivision of the University with universal funds of 

documents, which promotes the development and implementation of 

advanced educational technologies, effective teaching and research. The 

entire area of the library has Wi-Fi coverage, the halls are equipped with 

QR-codes which have information about specific library services. 

At the service of library users: 11 reading rooms with open access 

funds, 7 subscriptions, Bibliometrics hall, SMART-library, unique VR-

studio, e-sports zone, halls of new literature and foreign literature, special 

sectors of SUTE methodical editions, fund of dissertations and abstracts, 

comfortable recreation areas with board games - football, chess and 

checkers. 

Bibliometrics Hall provides free online access to domestic and 

global full-text databases, scientometric research platforms: SCOPUS, 

WebofScience, EBSCO, etc. It contains a database of electronic textbooks, 

teaching materials, video courses on electronic media. 

The SMART library is an open space zoned for reading, 

conferences, lectures, workshops, SMART-wall and plasma panel 

presentations, HTCVive virtual reality helmet and OculusGo virtual reality 

glasses. 

The modern VR studio is equipped with OculusGo virtual reality 

glasses, individual computers and SMART-wall. There is a specially 

designed location that serves as a video studio for bloggers and interviews, 

which is equipped with digital devices for audio and video recording. 

At the request of young people, the University has created an e-

sports zone - a modern e-sports arena equipped with powerful gaming 

computers and a plasma panel with a PlayStationPro game console. 
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SUTE's e-sports teams are trained in the e-sports zone and open e-sports 

tournaments "SUTEDota 2", "SUTEHearthstone" are held. 

The implementation of new information technologies allows the 

library to significantly expand the information support of users, which 

improves the quality of the educational process. Cooperation with 

structural divisions of SUTE (faculties, departments, research and service 

departments) by addressing new arrivals through the personal account of 

the user of the corporate program Office 365 aims to improve the use of 

library funds and information resources. Universal book fund, material and 

technical base, reference and information apparatus, library innovations, 

introduction of advanced technologies, experienced professional staff, 

modern design, modern technical equipment and maximum automation of 

production processes of the library contribute to successful work and 

quality customer service. 

All of the above helps to improve the quality of education during the 

implementation of educational programs. 

2.8. SUTE editions: 

- The scientific journal «Scientia Fructuosa» (professional journal of 
economic and philosophic sciences) 

Coverage of researches:  on the problems of macroeconomic theory and 
economic reform in Ukraine; improvement of business efficiency in various 
sectors; management and marketing in the trade, hotel industry and tourism; 
accounting, financial analysis and control; development of the stock, insurance 
and banking markets, etc. It is published in multi-languages (Ukrainian, 
English); 

- The International scientific and practical journal «Products and 
Markets» (professional journal of engineering sciences) 

Coverage of the theory and practice of commodity science, new 
technology, hotel and restaurant business, marketing, merchandising, logistics, 
quality and safety of goods (services), standardization, metrology, certification 
and quality control, consumer protection. It is published in Ukrainian, English 
and German languages.  

- The scientific journal «Foreign trade: economics, finance, law» 
(professional journal of economic and legal sciences) 

Coverage of research on the results of theoretical and practical focus on 
international and domestic economy, finance and law. It is published in 
Ukrainian / English languages.  

Magazines are recorded in international scientometric databases Index 
Copernicus, Directory of Research Journals Indexing, DOAJ, Research Bible 
and in the search system Google Scholar, they are also presented in the 
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national abstract database «Ukrainika scientific» as well as in Ukrainian 
abstract journal «Source». 

 

2.9. Organization of mobility for educational programs. 

There exist programs of international cooperation of postgraduate 

students of State University of Trade and Economics for education abroad.  

 

2.10. Language courses.  
European Education Center at SUTE provides training in English and 

French following intensive training program that creates conditions for 

achieving levels of foreign language from A1 to B2 (according to the 

recommendations of the Committee on Education at the Council of Europe 

on teaching foreign languages).  

Classes at language courses are conducted by highly qualified 

teachers with practical teaching experience. Training has a modular 

system. Topics of the module are designed to meet the needs of students, 

according to which teachers specially select topics to discuss, study 

materials, choose the type of tasks and activities.  

The contingent of students is formed at the beginning of the school 

year. Students and graduates from all faculties, as well as SUTE faculty 

and staff, can enroll for a foreign language program can. Tuition depends 

on the curriculum and the number of training hours. 

Graduates of the European Education Center, who mastered foreign 

language at levels B1-B2, have the opportunity to take the exam for 

international language certificates (DELF-DALF, IELTS, ESOL) and take 

part in various forms of international academic mobility in the framework 

of cooperation agreements with European universities – SUTE partners. 

For more information and to enroll for a foreign language course 

contact the European Education Centre (Building D, room 229, tel. (044) 

531-48-36). 

 

2.11. Information about consulting assistance to postgraduate 

students. 

As for the students of the third stage of higher education, University 

departments offer advisory workshops, which inform young researchers 

about field-specific issues as well as the general scientific ones. 

Postgraduate students of the first year of studying are offered 

familiarization with current domestic and foreign research on a given topic 

of scientific work, for postgraduate students of the second year of studying 

the department offers advisory workshops on planning and organization of 

empirical and experimental research, advice on preparation and submission 
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of scientific publications to international professional journals and editions. 

Information on the possibility of cooperation and partnership relations of 

the department with other research institutions of Ukraine is also provided. 

Candidates for a degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the third year of 

studying are offered department’s advice on current issues of 

implementation of the research, their coverage in domestic and foreign 

scientific publications. Postgraduate students have the opportunity to 

receive individual consultations, submit their research results to 

departmental scientific-methodological seminars, hold the discussion and 

plan further steps to improve the research. Information on programs of 

foreign foundations for research abroad is also available. The department 

introduces candidates to formal steps for the preparation and writing 

requests for scientific training.   

Candidates for a degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the fourth year of 

studying are consulted on evaluation of research results both at 

departmental seminars and at scientific conferences, they meet with the 

course of preparation for the thesis defense as well as the procedure of the 

defense. The department assists in establishing contacts of young scientists 

with potential employers in universities and academic institutions of 

Ukraine and strives to maintain further scientific contacts with alumni to 

expand the scientific-research base.  

 

2.12. Opportunities for pedagogical practice. 

Teaching practice is a part of the Curriculum for postgraduate 

students approved by the Academic Council of SUTE and is the kind of 

practice of postgraduates to implement the educational process in higher 

school, including the teaching of special disciplines, organization of 

training of students, methodological work, gaining knowledge and skills of 

practical teaching.  

2.13. In-place training.  

The University contributes to constantly engage possibilities of 

advanced training and knowledge level improvement of postgraduate 

students. 

University holds the following activities:  theoretical and practical 

advanced training courses on operating the computer program «1C: 

Enterprise» on the topic «Technology programming and configuration on 

platform «1C: Enterprise 8»; workshops on molecular cuisine at the H-bar 

Hilton Hotel; Program EY NextGen Academy, aimed to develop future 

entrepreneurs and top managers; KPMG Certified Course on corporate 
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finance for the dissemination of knowledge in the field of finance among 

talented youth of Ukraine. The curriculum of the course consists of 5 

classes of financial analysis, business evaluation of companies as well as 

solution of real business cases. 

 

2.14. Sports and recreation facilities. 

An important area of organizational and educational work of the 

University is the participation of postgraduate students in such traditional 

activities as: University Day, International Students' Day, Miss SUTE, 

Faculty Open Days, Donor Days, Tourism Day, Championship of the 

intellectual games «Brain Ring» and «Jeopardy», Festival of wits and 

humor at SUTE for the Rector’s Cup and more.  

The University has arts and culture center, which includes such 

creative amateur groups as: folk student academic chamber choir, 

contemporary dance studio «Light», vocal and contemporary music studio, 

folk and instrumental music group «At libitum».   

The University created the right conditions for physical training and 

sports: a modern stadium with artificial turf, sports ground, two sports 

halls, fitness room, wrestling room. There are also such sports sections as: 

football (men and women), volleyball (men and women), basketball, 

badminton, table tennis, athletic gymnastics, aerobics, fitness, body fitness, 

judo, the art of self-defense, physical rehabilitation. 
 

2.15. Student organizations. 

Public life of SUTE is rich, multifaceted and diverse. On a voluntary 

basis at the University operate: 

 scientific community of students, graduate students, doctoral students 

and young researchers;  

 student self-governance council of the University, 6 student self-

governance councils at  faculties and 5 student councils in hostels; 

 “Eco Club”, Debate Club “Polemic Union”, Philosophy Club “Phoenix”, 

“Law Club”, Entrepreneur  Club “YEP Club”, “Business Club”, 

“Marketing”, “SapLab”, “H&SE Services”, “ProgramClub”, “TROS”, 

“Luca Pacioli Accounting Club”, “Professional Accountant Club”, 

“Auditor's Club”, “KNUTE Artists Union”, “European Club”, All-

Ukrainian Movement “Youth for Consumer Rights”, Chemists Club “Start 

in Science”, “Culinary Club”, Psychological Club “SAPGEN”, Tourist 

Club “Everest”, Club “Service”, sports clubs in football, basketball, 

volleyball, wrestling and more.  

Information on education, leisure, sports is available on the 

University's website (http://www.knute.edu.ua), SUTE official Facebook 
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page (https://www.facebook.com/knteuofficial/), SUTE official Instagram 

social network page (https://www.instagram.com/knute_ news/), SUTE 

Telegram channel (https://t.me/knteu),  SUTE official social network page 

“YouTube” (https://www.youtube.com/user/kyotostreet) and in student 

television programs   “SUTE-TV” as well as in the newspaper “University 

and Time”, student magazine “Kyoto, 19”.  

 
2.16. Scientific community of students, postgraduate students, 

doctoral students and young scientists. 
Scientific community of students, postgraduate students, doctoral 

students and young scientists of SUTE (hereinafter - the Community) is a 

voluntary creative association that promotes science and the emergence of 

interest to scientific work among youth of the University. The Community 

operates independently as well as in collaboration with the University 

Administration, faculties and institutions, student government, labour 

union of the University, government agencies, public organizations of 

Ukraine and other countries, whose activities are not contrary to the 

principles of the Community. The basic principles are:   

1) the priority and freedom of scientific creativity;   

2) voluntary basis, collegiality, openness; 

3) equality of members of the Community;  

4) natural relation of studying and research work; 

5) accumulation and increase of the scientific potential of the 

University that promotes professional development, gain in experience, 

creative growth of future scientists and teachers; 

6) non-membership to any political parties, religious organizations 

and movements. 

Membership in the Community is free for those who study and work 

at the University and is carried out on a voluntary basis. Members may be 

individuals who study and work at the University, stated their willingness 

to work in the Community and recognize its Provisions.  

 

3. Educational and scientific program. 

Head of the project group (guarantor of the educational and scientific 

program) – Mazaraki N.A., Doctor of Juridical Science, Professor, 

Head of the Department of International, Civil and Commercial Law. 

 
State University of Trade and Economics 

Postgraduate and Doctoral Studies Department 

Educational and scientific program 

Major 293 «International law» 
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Area of study 29 «International relations» 

Level of higher education    Third (educational and scientific) 

Degree of higher education    «Doctor of Philosophy» 

Total number of ECTS credits 48 

Training period 4 years 
Requirements for the level of education of persons who begin training according to 
educational and scientific program 

 education degree of master, education and qualification level of specialist; 

 conditions of admission to the program are governed by the Rules of 
admission to KNUTE 

 

List of academic disciplines 

Academic disciplines 

Number of 

ECTS credits 

(for each 

discipline) 

Place in the 

logical sequence 

of study 

(year of study) 

Foreign language for professional purposes 3 1 

Foreign language for academic communication 3 2 

Philosophical worldview of the XXI century 3 1 

Scientific text 3 1 

Methodology of scientific and legal research 3 1 

Pedagogy of higher education 3 1 

Information technology in research 3 1 

Intellectual property in the research sphere  3 2 

Scientific seminars (International cooperation 

of states) 

3 2 

Scientific seminars (International legal 

regulation of trade and economic relations) 

3 2 

Scientific seminars (Economic diplomacy (legal 

aspects)) 

3 2 

Scientific seminar on the topic of a thesis 3 2 

Public speaking  4 SC 

3 credits each 
1–2 

Commercialization of intellectual property 

End of the Table 
Scientific seminars (Legal fundamentals of 

public administration of economy) 

  

The right of international responsibility 

Legal regulation of foreign economic activity 

Legal ensurement of economic security 

International maritime law 

International financial law 

International energy law 

Scientific seminars (International Justice) 

National and international legal systems 

Another educational component in agreement 

with academic advisor 
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Form of attestation of higher education 

applicants 

Public defense of scientific 

achievements in the form of a 

thesis 

The share (in percentage) of disciplines of 

normative content of training 
75,0 % 

Program learning outcomes 

PLO 1. Ability to learn and apply the acquired knowledge and skills to conduct 

research and implement its results in practice. 

PLO 2. Ability to work with open sources of information. 

PLO 3. Ability to apply modern information and communication technologies for 

scientific research. 

PLO 4. Ability to think abstractly, analyze and synthesize legal information in 

complex and unpredictable conditions. 

PLO 5. Possession of approaches and tools for the study of international law at the 

universal, regional and subregional levels. 

PLO 6. Ability to identify problems, identify scientific problems in the field of 

international law and choose methods for solving them. 

PLO 7. Ability to conduct research, identify new approaches, directions, ways to 

solve complex international legal problems. 

PLO 8. Mastering the methods of legal and broader scientific analysis to solve both 

fundamental and applied problems of modern international law. 

PLO 9. Ability to identify factors and indicators of their impact on the development 

of international law at the universal, regional and subregional levels. 

End of the Table 
PLO 10. Mastering approaches to modeling complex international legal processes, 

forecasting their development in the conditions of dynamic world 

transformations. 

PLO 11. Ability to develop specific proposals for improving the legal mechanism 

for implementing the rules of international law at the universal, regional 

and subregional levels. 

PLO 12. Ability to present the results of own scientific research to a demanding 

professional audience and to a wide range of consumers of a scientific 

product who are interested in international relations. 

PLO 13. Skills of commercialization of research results. 

PLO 14. Ability to act in difficult and unpredictable situations, to adapt to the new 

environment in professional activity. 

PLO 15. Ability to develop and easily teach educational courses for students of legal 

education and other specialties, to apply the latest educational methods, 

psychological techniques. 

 

Competencies mastered by a Doctor of Philosophy 

Integral competence Ability to solve complex tasks and problems in the 

process of professional activity in the field of international 

law and legal support of international trade and economic 

relations, which involves research and / or innovation, 
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presentation of results and implementation of the latter in 

practice and education. 

General competencies 

(GCs) 

 

GC 1. Ability to master a foreign language to an extent 

sufficient to present and discuss the results of their scientific 

work in a foreign language (English or other one according to 

the specifics of the specialty) orally and in writing, as well as 

to fully understand foreign scientific texts in the specialty. 

GC 2. Ability to form a systematic scientific worldview, 

professional ethics and general cultural outlook. 

GC 3. Ability to philosophically comprehend and process 

scientific information, its systematization, generalization and 

formulation of relevant conclusions. 

GC 4. Ability to effectively present orally and in writing the 

results of one's own research in the Ukrainian language. 

GC 5. Ability to apply modern information technologies in 

scientific activities. 

GC 6. Ability to organize and conduct training sessions. 

Continuation of the Table 
 GC 7. Ability to manage research projects and / or make 

proposals for research funding. 

GC 8. Ability to register intellectual property rights. 

GC 9. Ability to critically analyze facts and synthesize 

new scientific ideas based on logical arguments. 

Professional 

competencies of 

specialty (PCs) 

PC 1. Ability to study, compare, generalize, systematize 

the main international legal concepts and theories, 

formulation and justification of scientific approaches to 

addressing pressing issues of international relations. 

PC 2. Knowledge of the principles of modern 

international law and their provision at the universal, 

regional and subregional levels, the ability to form a 

system of knowledge about their status, features, trends 

and prospects. 

 PC 3. Ability to apply scientific knowledge and methods 

in order to improve the legal mechanism for the 

implementation of international law at the universal, 

regional and subregional levels. 

PC 4. Ability to identify, formulate and propose 

innovative solutions to international legal problems. 

PC 5. Ability to achieve scientific results that rethink 

existing and create new holistic knowledge in accordance 

with current issues of international law using the latest 

research methods. 

PC 6. Ability to apply the methodology of legal analysis, 

as well as multidisciplinary analysis of international legal 

issues. 

PC 7. Ability to identify key determinants of international 

development, assess their impact on the behavioral 
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strategies of international law and change international 

relations in general. 

PC 8. Ability to model and predict the development of 

international law at the universal, regional and 

subregional levels, including in conditions of uncertainty, 

risk and / or asymmetry of information. 

PC 9. Ability to determine the targets for the development 

of international law at the universal, regional and 

subregional levels, taking into account the institutional, 

sectoral and global prerogatives of world development. 

End of the Table 
 PC 10. Ability to adapt international legal experience to 

the needs of an individual state, national branch of law, 

public authority and local government in the context of 

globalization. 

PC 11. Ability to reconcile the goals of an individual 

subject of international law with the trends of world 

development, including in the global dimension. 

PC 12. Ability to apply a comprehensive systematic 

approach in the analysis, evaluation and formulation of 

sound conclusions, proposals for the development and 

implementation of foreign policy of the state using 

modern methods. 

PC 13. Ability to use the rules of international law to 

ensure economic cooperation of states, protection of their 

national interests, settlement of trade disputes, investment 

and other disputes. 

 
4. Information about educational components (subjects, scientific 

seminars). 

4.1. Subject. Foreign language for professional purposes. 

4.2. Type. Mandatory. 

4.3. Academic year. 2022/23 AY, the first and the second semester. 

4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position.  

Latyhina A.H., Associate Professor, Head of the Department of Foreign 

Philology  and Translation 

4.5. Learning outcomes. 

 Acquisition of language competencies sufficient to present and discuss 

the results of their scientific work in a foreign language in oral and written 

form, as well as a full understanding of foreign scientific and professional 

texts in the relevant specialty, in particular: 

 to be fluent in a foreign language for professional purposes in order to 
carry out professional and scientific communication, international 
cooperation, defending own scientific views; 
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 to work with foreign sources of a professional nature; 
 to find, analyze and use information from various foreign professional 

sources in scientific activities, interpret the results of scientific research in 
a foreign language; 
 to communicate the results of research to colleagues in a clear and 

understandable way and participate in a critical dialogue and discussion of 
economics and foreign language management; 
 to translate foreign professional texts into the native language; 
 to listen to and take notes of lectures, prepare and conduct seminars in 

a foreign language; 
 to understand information during discussions of lectures, reports and to 

express own position during professional and scientific communication; 
 to demonstrate conscious mastery of spelling, lexical, grammatical and 

stylistic norms of a modern foreign language; 
 to use special terminology to solve professional problems. 

4.6. Content. 

Theoretical principles of translation. Specifics of the scientific style 

of language, genres of scientific works. Technical and scientific articles 

and reports, term formation. Features of the language of annotations and 

abstracts. Technologies for working with scientific (professional) texts, 

features of using a dictionary and reference literature. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Латигіна А.Г. English of Economics for Post-Graduate Students / 

А.Г. Латигіна. – Київ : Київ. нац. торг.-екон. ун-т, 2019. – 224 с. 

2. Brook-Hart Guy. Business Benchmark / Guy Brook-Hart. – Cambridge 

University Press, 2019. – 194 p. 

3. Swalesn J. Academic Writing for Graduate Students: Essential Skills and 

Tasks / J. Swalesn, C. Feak. – Michigan University Press, 2019. – 344 p. 

4.8. Planned learning activities and teaching methods. 

 Lectures and practical classes, independent work. Use of traditional 

and innovative methods and technologies of training: explanatory-

illustrative, problem-searching, communicative methods; methods of 

interactive learning (presentation, discussion, situation modeling, computer 

technology). 

4.9. Evaluation methods. 
- current control (oral examination, test control, verification of prepared 
presentations and abstracts) 
- final control (exam). 
4.10. Language of learning and teaching. English, Ukrainian. 
 
 

4.1. Subject. Philosophical worldview of the XXI century. 
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4.2. Type. Mandatory. 
4.3. Academic year. 2022/23 AY, the first and the second semester. 
4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position.   
 Morozov A.Y., Doctor of Philosophical Sciences, Professor of the 

Department of Philosophy and Social Sciences. 

4.5. Learning outcomes.    
To provide postgraduate students with modern systematic 

philosophical and scientific knowledge on the main problems of human 
development, society and civilization in the XXI century, to promote the 
formation of general theoretical and methodological foundations of 
scientific thinking and scientific knowledge, their practical use in future 
professional activity of a Doctor of Philosophy. 

4.6. Content.  
Philosophical worldview of the XXI century: theoretical concept. 

Socio-humanitarian discourse of the basic concepts of globalization. 

Modern global science as a post-classical type of scientific rationality. 

Methodology and metatheory of modern science: cognitive analysis. 

Philosophy of innovation in the theory and practice of post-industrial 

society. Socio-philosophical reflections of modern economics. Information 

challenge of post-industrial civilization. Anthropological imperatives in the 

development of philosophy in the XXI century. Global ideologies: 

contamination of divergence and convergence. Massification and 

aberration of modern global consciousness and culture. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Після кінця історії: розмови з Френсісом Фукуямою. – Київ : 

Основи, 2021. – 310 c. 

2. Тейлор Ч. Секулярна доба / Ч. Тейлор. – Київ : Дух і Літера, 2019. – 

400 с. 

3. Саркисянц М. Английские корни немецкого фашизма. Курс лекций, 

прочитанный в Гейдельбергском университете / М. Саркисянц. –  

2-е изд., 2020 // Інтернет-ресурс. – Режим доступу : https:// scepsis. 

net/library/id_2069.html 

4.8. Planned learning activities and teaching methods. 

Lectures, seminars, practical classes, independent work. 

4.9. Evaluation methods. 

- current control (surveys, colloquia, testing); 

- final control (exam). 

Knowledge and skills of postgraduate students are based on the results of 

current and final tests on a 100-point scale. 

4.10. Language of learning and teaching. Ukrainian. 

 

https://scepsis.net/library/id_2069.html
https://scepsis.net/library/id_2069.html
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4.1. Subject. Scientific text. 

4.2. Type. Mandatory.  
4.3. Academic year.  2022/23 AY, the first semester. 

4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position.   

Semenets O.O., Doctor of Philological Sciences, Professor of the 

Department of Journalism and Advertising.  

4.5. Learning outcomes.  Formation of a set of theoretical knowledge and 

practical skills on the methodology and techniques of compiling scientific 

texts. 

4.6. Content. Scientific style of the Ukrainian language; scientific text: 

typology, structure, rules of compilation; the main genres of the actual 

scientific (academic) background; scientific article, dissertation; 

components of a scientific text; bibliographic apparatus of research; editing 

a scientific text; public presentation of research results. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Ревуцька С. К. Наукова українська мова : конспект лекцій / 

С.К. Ревуцька, Д.П. Шапран, В.М. Зінченко. –  Кривий Ріг : 

ДонНУЕТ, 2020. – 119 с. 

2. Городенська К. Українське слово у вимірах сьогодення / 

К. Городенська. – Київ, 2019. – 207 с. 

3. Academic writing / The University of Sydney (2019) https:// 

www.sydney.edu.au/students/writing/help-support.html 

4.8. Planned learning activities and teaching methods. 

Lectures, practical classes with the use of information technology. 

4.9. Evaluation methods: 

- current control (text analysis, writing scientific texts, testing, checking 

individual tasks, project protection); 

- final control: exam. 

 4.10. Language of learning and teaching. Ukrainian. 

 

4.1. Subject. Methodology of scientific and legal research. 

4.2. Type. Mandatory.  
4.3. Academic year.  2022/23 AY, the first semester. 

4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position.   

Zapototska О.V., Doctor of Juridical Science, Associate Professor of 

the Department of Administrative, Financial and Information Law. 

4.5. Learning outcomes. Applicants will gain fundamental theoretical 

knowledge of the methodology of scientific research, general directions, 

patterns, principles and methods of scientific knowledge, get acquainted 

with the theoretical and methodological foundations of scientific research 

in the field of legal sciences; basic methods and means of scientific 

https://www.sydney.edu.au/students/writing/help-support.html
https://www.sydney.edu.au/students/writing/help-support.html
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research of state and legal phenomena and processes, requirements for 

publication, design and testing of research results, as well as the 

acquisition of skills and abilities of research work, which must be 

implemented in the preparation of scientific papers. 

4.6. Content. Training of scientific and scientific-pedagogical staff. 

Department of postgraduate and doctoral studies. The system of training 

scientific and scientific-pedagogical staff. National Qualifications 

Framework. The essence of qualification research work for the degree of 

"Doctor of Philosophy" and the requirements for its scientific level. Scientist 

status. National Agency for Quality Assurance in Higher Education. 

International cooperation in research. The essence of scientific research: 

types, characteristics, levels. Classification of scientific research. 

Methodology of science as the basis of scientific research, its concept and 

structure. Scientific style of speech and requirements for the design of 

scientific work. Presentation of the content and structure of the dissertation. 

Concepts and types of information support of scientific research. Discussion 

as a form of approbation of scientific research. Implementation of work 

results in scientific-educational, practical and law-enforcement activities. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Інноваційні наукові дослідження: теорія, методологія, практика : 

мат. Міжнар. наук.-практ. конф. (м. Київ, 23–24 лютого 2018 р.) / 

ГО «Інститут інноваційної освіти» ; Науково-навчальний центр 

прикладної інформатики НАН України. – Київ : Інститут іннова-

ційної освіти, 2018. – 232 c. 

2. Адміністративно-правове забезпечення управління у сфері науки : 

підручник / за заг. ред. Т. О. Коломоєць. – 2-ге вид., перероб. та допов. – 

Київ : Істина, 2018. – 145 с. 

3. Конверський А. Є. Основи методології та організації наукових 

досліджень : навч. посіб. для студ., курсантів, аспірантів та 

ад’юнктів / за ред. А. Є. Конверського. – Київ : Центр навч. літ., 

2010. – 352 с. 

4.8. Planned learning activities and teaching methods. 

Combination of traditional and innovative teaching methods: lectures 

(review/thematic); seminars/practical classes (work in mini-groups, 

situational tasks, tests). 

4.9. Evaluation methods: 

- current control (testing, oral/written questioning, solving legal problems, etc.); 

- final control (exam). 

4.10. Language of learning and teaching. Ukrainian. 
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4.1. Subject. Information technologies in scientific research. 

4.2. Type. Mandatory.  
4.3. Academic year.  2022/23 AY, the first semester. 

4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position.  

 Zverev V.P., Candidate Technical Sciences, Senior Researcher, 

Associate Professor of the Department of Software Engineering and 

Cybersecurity, Deputy Head of the Service for Information Security and 

Cybersecurity - Head of the Information Security Department of the 

Apparatus of the National Security and Defense Council of Ukraine. 

4.5. Learning outcomes.  The formation of post-graduate students’ 

informational and communicative competencies, related to the 

understanding of the essence and possibilities of the modern information 

environment regarding the implementation of scientific research and 

scientific-pedagogical activities, the use of information technologies and 

systems in scientific research for the purposeful search and systematization 

of scientific information, planning of experiments, processing and data 

analysis using software tools, methods of economic and mathematical 

modeling, database technologies, use of computer networks and Internet 

scientific and educational resources. 

4.6. Content.  The essence and possibilities of modern information 

technologies in solving tasks of professional and scientific activity. 

Regulatory and legal bases of the use of information technologies. 

Technical and software means of implementing information processes. 

Information technology means of data structuring and organization. 

Database technologies. Information technologies in research work. 

Processing of scientific data using special packages of application 

programs. Computer tools for working with text and graphic information. 

Information technologies for processing the results of scientific research. 

Application of network information technologies and telecommunications 

in scientific research. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 
1. Артем’єва І. О.  Напрями розвитку системи статистичного 

вимірювання параметрів цифрової економіки / І. О. Артем’єва // 
Статистика України. – Київ, 2020. – № 1. – С. 66–74. 

2. Близнюк М.  Основи вивчення інформаційних технологій: 
теоретичні і методичні засади / М. Близнюк // Вища шк. – Київ, 
2019. – № 12. – С. 47–57. 

3. Гриценко В. І.  Гармонізація національних і міжнародних стандар-
тів впровадження технологій цифрової економіки / В. І. Гриценко, 
Л. І. Бажан // Control systems & computers. – 2020. – № 3. – С. 3–14. 
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4. Паєтко Т. В.  Діджиталізація урядової бюрократії в європейських 
країнах: корупційні ризики та антикорупційні ефекти / Т. В. Паєтко, 
В. М. Федосов // Фінанси України. – Київ : Академія фінансового 
управління, 2020. – № 8. – С. 86–102. 

4.8. Planned learning activities and teaching methods. 

A combination of traditional and non-traditional teaching methods 

with the use of innovative technologies: lectures (thematic, problem-based) 

using multimedia tools; practical works (traditional, creative tasks); 

application of distance learning elements. 

4.9. Evaluation methods: 

- current control (oral/written questioning, testing); 

- final control (exam). 

4.10. Language of learning and teaching. Ukrainian. 

 

4.1. Subject. Pedagogy of higher education. 

4.2. Type. Mandatory. 

4.3. Academic year. 2022/23 AY, the second semester. 

4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position.   
 Golovnia Y.I., Сandidate of Economic Sciences,    

Associate Professor of the Department of Public Management and 

Administration. 

4.5. Learning outcomes.   
 Formation of postgraduate students' knowledge about the content and 

directions of higher education reform; theoretical, organizational-procedural, 

methodical principles of the process of education and upbringing of student 

youth, their scientific and professional training in accordance with state and 

European standards, the needs of society. 

4.6. Content. 

The system of higher education in Ukraine and abroad. Management 

of the educational process of higher education. Didactic bases of 

pedagogical process. Methods and forms of organization of the educational 

process in a higher education institution. Innovative and information 

technologies in higher education. The educational process in higher 

education institution as a way to implement the tasks of professional 

training of students. Pedagogical skill of a teacher of a higher education 

institution. Pedagogical practice as a factor in the professional 

development of the future teacher. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Головенкін В.П. Педагогіка вищої школи : підручник / 

В.П. Головенкін ; КПІ ім. Ігоря Сікорського. – 2-ге вид., перероб. і 

допов. – Київ : КПІ ім. Ігоря Сікорського, 2019. – 290 с. 

https://knute.edu.ua/file/MTI0ODk=/883f8b86d1c8104e170b22539a0d4a2d.pdf
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2. Вітвицька С.С. Основи педагогіки вищої школи / С.С. Вітвицька, 

Н.М. Андрійчук // Fundamental sof Higher School Pedagogy :  

Білінгвальний навч.-метод. посіб. для студ. закл. вищ. освіти. – 2-ге вид., 

перероб. і допов. – Житомир : Вид-во ЖДУ, 2019. – 312 с. 

3. Прищак М.Д. Педагогіка, психологія та методика викладання у вищій 

школі : курс лекцій / М.Д. Прищак, О.Б. Залюбівська. – Вінниця : 

ВНТУ, 2019. – 150 с. 

4.8. Planned learning activities and teaching methods. 

Problem and thematic lectures, seminars with the use of 

presentations, discussions, work in small groups, etc. 

4.9. Evaluation methods. 

Final control - credit. 

4.10. Language of learning and teaching. Ukrainian. 

 
4.1. Subject. Foreign language for academic communication. 
4.2. Type. Mandatory. 
4.3. Academic year. 2023/24 AY, the first semester. 

4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position.   
 Latyhina A.H., Associate Professor, Head of the Department of 
Foreign Philology  and Translation. 
4.5. Learning outcomes. 
 Acquisition of language competencies sufficient to present and discuss 

the results of their scientific work in a foreign language in oral and written 

form, as well as a full understanding of foreign language scientific and 

professional texts in the relevant specialty, in particular: 

 to understand a wide range of rather complex and voluminous texts 

and recognize the implicit meaning; 

 to work with foreign sources of scientific nature (articles, monographs, 

abstracts, dissertations, etc.); 

 to find and analyze information from various foreign sources; 

 to process written and oral texts of various genres (annotations, 

abstracts); 

to record and present in writing the results of scientific research; 

 to communicate effectively in a foreign language in a scientific and 

professional environment; 

 to understand information during discussions of reports, lectures, etc.; 

 to behave accordingly in typical academic and professional situations 

(at conferences, meetings, etc.); to speak clearly, logically, in detail on 

complex topics, demonstrating conscious mastery of grammatical 

structures, connectors and coherent programs of expression; 
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 to express in a foreign language quickly and spontaneously without 

noticeable difficulties associated with the search for means of 

expression, their own position during scientific and professional 

communication; 

 to translate foreign professional texts into the native language. 
4.6. Content. 

Content module 1. Oral scientific and professional communication. 

Personal and professional identification. Exchange of scientific 

information. Conference as the main form of scientific communication. 

Rules for preparing a report for a scientific conference. Scientific 

discussions as an element of academic communication. Preparing and 

conducting a presentation. International academic cooperation. 

Content module 2. Written scientific and professional 

communication. Terminological glossary by profession. Rules for 

registration of scientific research in Europe and Ukraine. Rules for 

bibliography and references to sources of information in Europe and 

Ukraine. The structure and features of the language of annotations. Types 

of annotations. The structure and features of the language of abstracts. 

Types of abstracts. Writing scientific papers, documents for scientific 

grants. Academic correspondence. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

English language 
 

1. Латигіна А.Г. English of Economics for Post-Graduate Students / 

А.Г. Латигіна. – Київ : Київ. нац. торг.-екон. ун-т, 2019. – 224 c. 

2. Yakhontova T.V. English Academic Writing / T.V. Yakhontova. – Львів : 

Видавн. центр ЛНУ ім. Івана Франка, 2019. – 220 c. 

3. Колот Л.А. Advanced Business English / Л.А. Колот, Л.В. Кушмар. –

 Київ : Київ. нац. торг.-екон. ун-т, 2020. – 180 c. 

4. English for Academics. Book 1. – Cambridge University Press, 2019. – 

175 p. 
  

German language 

 

1. Бориско Н.Ф. Business-Deutsch / Н.Ф. Бориско. – Київ : Логос, 

2019. – 352 с. 

2. Коваленко Л.В. Geschaftskommunikation Deutsch : навч. посіб. / 

Л.В. Коваленко, Н.О. Строкань. – Київ : Київ. нац. торг.-екон. ун-т, 

2019. – 272 с. 

3. Axel Hering. Geschaftskommunikation / Axel Hering. – Київ : 

Методика, 2019. – 240 с. 
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4. Wissenschaftsrat (2011а): Empfehlungen zu wissenschaftlichen 

Sammlungen als Forschungsinfrastrukturen (Drs. 10464-11), 73 Seiten, 

Januar 2019. – Режим доступу : http://www.wissenschaftsrat.de/ 

download/archiv/10464-11.pdf 

 

French language  

 

1. Rédiger un texte académique en Français : Niveau B2. – C1. Sylvie 

Gamier Et Alan D. Savage. Ophrys, 2019. – 255 p. 

2. Буцикіна Н.Є. Le Français du Commerce : навч. посіб. / 

Н.Є. Буцикіна. – Київ : Київ. нац. торг.-екон. ун-т, 2018. – 339 c. 

3. Образ О.Г. Le Français de la Banque : підручник / О.Г. Образ, 

І.А. Яременко. – Київ : Київ. нац. торг.-екон. ун-т, 2019. – 255 с. 
4.8. Planned learning activities and teaching methods. 

Lectures and practical classes, independent work. Use of traditional 
and innovative methods and technologies of training: explanatory-
illustrative, problem-searching, communicative methods; methods of 
interactive learning (presentation, discussion, situation modeling, computer 
technology).  
4.9. Evaluation methods. 

- current control (oral examination, test control, verification of prepared 
presentations and abstracts); 

    - final control (credit). 
4.10. Language of learning and teaching. English, German, French. 
 
4.1. Subject. Intellectual property in the research sphere. 
4.2. Type. Mandatory.  
4.3. Academic year. 2023/24 AY, the first semester. 

4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position.   

 Hurzhiy A.V., Candidate of Juridical Sciences, Associate Professor of 
the Department of Administrative, Financial and Information Law. 
4.5. Learning outcomes.  The discipline "Intellectual Property in the 
Research Sphere", as a mandatory component of the educational program, 
provides students with general and professional competencies to achieve 
program learning outcomes in relevant educational and professional programs: 
the formation of in-depth knowledge and comprehensive understanding of 
international law, national legal system, legal and economic policy of the state 
and leading international institutions; ability to apply legal knowledge and 
implement the results of scientific research in rule-making, law enforcement, 
teaching and other professional activities. 

4.6. Content. The first part of the discipline is devoted to the study of the 

concept of intellectual activity and its result in the research field. The 

http://www.wissenschaftsrat.de/
http://www.wissenschaftsrat.de/
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specifics and legal nature of the results of intellectual activity, as well as 

the system of legislation of Ukraine in this area are studied. In the second 

part, much attention is paid to the study of copyright in research, namely 

the emergence of legal relations between co-authors and the conclusion of 

agreements on the right to use copyright. Copyright on collected volumes 

and other compiled works is considered in detail. The procedure of 

registration of objects of copyright and related rights is studied. The third 

part is devoted to offenses in the field of copyright and related rights. 

Issues such as plagiarism and piracy are considered in detail. Academic 

integrity in research. The order of observance of academic integrity by 

students. The last section of the discipline is devoted to the consideration 

of legal liability for intellectual property offenses in the research field. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Право інтелектуальної власності : підручник / за заг. ред. О.І. Хари-

тонова. – Київ : Юрінком Інтер, 2020. – 540 с. 

2. Інтелектуальна власність : навч. посіб. / за ред. О.В. Нестерцової-

Собакарь. – Київ : Дніпро, 2018. – 140 с. 

3. Право інтелектуальної власності : підручник / [О.І. Харитонова, 

Є.О. Харитонов, Т.С. Ківалова та ін.] ; за заг. ред. О.І. Харитонової. – 

Київ : Юрінком Iнтер, 2018. – 367 с. 

4.8. Planned learning activities and teaching methods. 
Combination of traditional and non-traditional teaching methods with 

the use of innovative technologies: lectures (review / thematic); seminars / 
practical classes. 

4.9. Evaluation methods. 
- current control (testing, oral / written questioning, solving legal problems, etc.); 
- final control (credit). 
4.10. Language of learning and teaching. Ukrainian. 
 
4.1. Subject. International cooperation of states. 

4.2. Type. Mandatory (scientific seminars). 
4.3. Academic year. 2023/2024 AY, the first semester. 

4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position.   

Mazaraki N.A., Doctor of Juridical Science, Professor, Head of 

the Department of International, Civil and Commercial Law. 

4.5. Number of hours. 90. 

4.6. Learning outcomes.  Ability to study, compare, generalize, 

systematize the main international legal concepts and theories, formulate 

and substantiate scientific approaches to addressing pressing issues of 

international relations; knowledge of the principles of modern international 

law and their provision at the universal, regional and subregional levels, 
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ability to form a system of knowledge about their status, features, trends 

and prospects for development; ability to apply scientific knowledge and 

methods in order to improve the legal mechanism for the implementation 

of international law at the universal, regional and subregional levels; 

ability to identify, formulate and propose innovative solutions to 

international legal problems; ability to identify key determinants of 

international development, assess their impact on the behavior of 

international law and change international relations in general, the ability 

to model and predict the development of international law at the universal, 

regional and subregional levels, including in conditions of uncertainty, risk 

and/or asymmetry of information; ability to determine the targets for the 

development of international law at the universal, regional and subregional 

levels, taking into account the institutional, sectoral and global 

prerogatives of world development; ability to adapt international legal 

experience to the needs of an individual state, national branch of law, 

public authority and local government in the context of globalization;  

ability to reconcile the goals of an individual subject of international law 

with the trends of world development, including in the global dimension; 

ability to apply a comprehensive systems approach in the analysis, 

evaluation and formulation of sound conclusions, proposals for the 

development and implementation of foreign policy of the state using 

modern methods; ability to use the norms of international law to ensure 

economic cooperation of states, protection of their national interests, 

settlement of trade disputes, investment and other types of disputes. 

List of program learning outcomes: ability to work with open sources 

of information; ability to think abstractly, analyze and synthesize legal 

information in complex and unpredictable conditions; ability to identify 

problems, identify scientific problems in the field of international law and 

choose methods to solve them; ability to conduct research, identify new 

approaches, directions, ways to solve complex international legal 

problems; mastering the methods of legal and broader scientific analysis to 

solve both fundamental and applied problems of modern international law; 

ability to identify factors and indicators of their impact on the development 

of international law at the universal, regional and subregional levels; 

mastering approaches to modeling complex international legal processes, 

forecasting their development in the conditions of dynamic world 

transformations. 

4.7. Content. Formation of international legal cooperation of states. 

Concepts and elements of organizational and legal mechanism of 

international cooperation of states. Intergovernmental organizations in the 

organizational and legal mechanism of international cooperation. The role 
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of international non-governmental organizations in ensuring international 

cooperation. The main directions of adaptation of the legislation of 

Ukraine to the legislation of the European Union. 

4.8. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Міжнародне публічне право : підручник : у 2 т. / В.В. Мицик, 

М.В. Буроменський, М.М. Гнатовський та ін. ; за заг. ред. 

В.В. Мицика. – Харків : Право, 2019. – Т. 2. Основні галузі. – 624 с. 

2. Міжнародне публічне право : підручник : у 2 т. / В.В. Мицик, 

М.В. Буроменський, О.В. Буткевич та ін. ; за заг. ред. В.В. Мицика. – 

Харків : Право, 2019. – Т. 1. Основи теорії. – 416 с. 

3. International Law: Fifth Edition. Edited by E. Malcolm / Oxford 

University Press. London, 2018. 

4. Henriksen A. International Law: Second Edition / Oxford University 

Press. London, 2019. 

5. Bradford A. The Brussels Effect. How the European Union Rules the 

World. Oxford University Press. 2020. 424 p. 

6. S., D. M., S. The Oxford Handbook of United Nations Treaties. Oxford 

University Press, 2019. 736 p.VillalpandoMaloneChesterman 

7. Klabbers, J. (Ed.). (2022). The Cambridge Companion to International 

Organizations Law (Cambridge Companions to Law). Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press. doi:10.1017/9781108574242 

8. Shiraev E., Grigoryev L., Adrian P. Global Governance in Transfor-

mation. Challenges for International Cooperation. Springer International 

Publishing, 2020. – 297 p. 

 

 

4.1. Subject. International legal regulation of trade and economic relations. 

4.2. Type. Mandatory (scientific seminars). 
4.3. Academic year. 2023/2024 AY, the second semester. 

4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position.  

Golubeva V.O., Doctor of Juridical Science, Associate Professor, 

Professor of the Department of International, Civil and Commercial 

Law. 

4.5. Number of hours. 90. 

4.6. Learning outcomes.  Ability to organize and conduct training sessions; 

knowledge of the principles of modern international law and their provision 

at the universal, regional and subregional levels, ability to form a system of 

knowledge about their status, features, trends and prospects for development; 

ability to apply scientific knowledge and methods in order to improve the 

legal mechanism for the implementation of international law at the universal, 

regional and subregional levels; ability to achieve scientific results that 

https://bookauthority.org/author/Anu-Bradford
https://www.amazon.com/International-Relations-Eric-Shiraev/dp/019064852X?tag=uuid10-20
https://www.amazon.com/International-Relations-Eric-Shiraev/dp/019064852X?tag=uuid10-20
https://www.amazon.com/International-Relations-Eric-Shiraev/dp/019064852X?tag=uuid10-20
https://www.amazon.com/International-Relations-Eric-Shiraev/dp/019064852X?tag=uuid10-20
https://www.amazon.com/International-Relations-Eric-Shiraev/dp/019064852X?tag=uuid10-20
https://bookauthority.org/author/Eric-Shiraev
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rethink existing and create new holistic knowledge in accordance with current 

issues of international law using the latest research methods; ability to apply 

the methodology of legal analysis, as well as multidisciplinary analysis of 

international legal issues; ability to identify key determinants of international 

development, assess their impact on the behavior strategies of international 

law and change international relations in general; ability to model and predict 

the development of international law at the universal, regional and 

subregional levels, including in conditions of uncertainty, risk and / or 

asymmetry of information; ability to reconcile the goals of an individual 

subject of international law with the trends of world development, including 

in the global dimension; ability to use the norms of international law to ensure 

economic cooperation of states, protection of their national interests, 

settlement of trade disputes, investment and other types of disputes. 

The list of program learning outcomes: ability to think abstractly, 

analyze and synthesize legal information in complex and unpredictable 

conditions; possession of approaches and tools for the study of 

international law at the universal, regional and subregional levels; ability to 

identify problems, identify scientific problems in the field of international 

law and choose methods to solve them; ability to conduct research, identify 

new approaches, directions, ways to solve complex international legal 

problems; mastering the methods of legal and broader scientific analysis to 

solve both fundamental and applied problems of modern international law; 

ability to develop specific proposals for improving the legal mechanism for 

the implementation of international law at the universal, regional and 

subregional levels. 

4.7. Content. Genesis and philosophy of international economic law. 

Subjects of international legal regulation of trade and economic relations. 

The role of international economic organizations in the international legal 

regulation of trade relations. International agreements in the field of trade 

and economic relations. Genesis of the role of the WTO in the regulation 

of international trade and economic relations. Economic sanctions in 

international law. Resolution of international trade and economic disputes. 

4.8. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Циганкова Т. М. Стратегії та тактики міжнародних торговельно-

економічних переговорів / Т.М. Циганкова. – Київ : Київ. нац. екон. 

ун-т, 2011.– 212 с. 

2. Опришко В.Ф. Міжнародне економічне право і процес : монографія / 

В.Ф. Опришко. – Київ : Парламент. вид-во, 2014. – 517 с. 

3. Сергієнко В.В. Міжнародне економічне право : навч. посіб. / 

В.В. Сергієнко, К.О. Жирнова ; Харків. нац. екон. ун-т. – Харків : 

ХНЕУ, 2012. – 258 с. 

http://irbis-nbuv.gov.ua/cgi-bin/irbis_all/cgiirbis_64.exe?Z21ID=&I21DBN=EC&P21DBN=EC&S21STN=1&S21REF=10&S21FMT=fullw&C21COM=S&S21CNR=20&S21P01=3&S21P02=0&S21P03=A=&S21COLORTERMS=0&S21STR=%D0%9E%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%88%D0%BA%D0%BE%2C%20%D0%92%D1%96%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%BB%D1%96%D0%B9%20%D0%A4%D0%B5%D0%B4%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B8%D1%87
http://irbis-nbuv.gov.ua/cgi-bin/irbis_all/cgiirbis_64.exe?Z21ID=&I21DBN=EC&P21DBN=EC&S21STN=1&S21REF=10&S21FMT=fullw&C21COM=S&S21CNR=20&S21P01=3&S21P02=0&S21P03=A=&S21COLORTERMS=0&S21STR=%D0%A1%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B3%D1%96%D1%94%D0%BD%D0%BA%D0%BE%2C%20%D0%92%D0%B0%D0%BB%D0%B5%D1%80%D1%96%D0%B9%20%D0%92%D1%96%D0%BA%D1%82%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B8%D1%87
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4.1. Subject. Economic diplomacy (legal aspects). 

4.2. Type. Mandatory (scientific seminars). 
4.3. Academic year. 2022/2023 AY, the second semester. 

4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position.  

Melnychenko N.O., Candidate of Sciences in Law, Associate 

Professor of the Department of International, Civil and Commercial 

Law. 

4.5. Number of hours. 90. 

4.6. Learning outcomes. Ability to study, compare, generalize, 

systematize the main international legal concepts and theories, formulate 

and substantiate scientific approaches to addressing pressing issues of 

international relations; ability to identify, formulate and propose innovative 

solutions to international legal problems; ability to identify key 

determinants of international development, assess their impact on the 

strategies of behavior of subjects of international law and change 

international relations in general; ability to adapt international legal 

experience to the needs of an individual state, national branch of law, 

public authority and local government in the context of globalization; the 

ability to reconcile the goals of an individual subject of international law 

with the trends of world development, including in the global dimension; 

ability to apply a comprehensive systems approach in the analysis, 

evaluation and formulation of sound conclusions, proposals for the 

development and implementation of foreign policy of the state using 

modern methods; ability to use the norms of international law to ensure 

economic cooperation of states, protection of their national interests, 

settlement of trade disputes, investment and other types of disputes. 

List of program learning outcomes: ability to work with open sources 

of information; ability to think abstractly, analyze and synthesize legal 

information in complex and unpredictable conditions; ability to identify 

factors and indicators of their impact on the development of international 

law at the universal, regional and subregional levels. 

4.7. Content. Protection of national interests of the state in international 

relations. International legal regulation of foreign economic activity. The 

role of international economic organizations in the international legal 

regulation of trade relations. Formation and development of international 

legal regulation of economic diplomacy. Organizational and legal models 

of state foreign economic function. International legal practice of 

functioning of trade representations of Ukraine. Legal support for the 

activities of foreign trade missions in Ukraine. 
4.8. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 
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1. Шаров О. М. Економічна дипломатія: основи, проблеми та пер-

спективи. / О. М. Шаров ;  Нац. ін.-т стратегіч. досліджень. – Київ : 

НІСД, 2019. – 560 с. 

2. Дерунець Н. О. Форми діяльності торговельних представництв 

держави. / Н.О. Дерунець. // Актуальні проблеми держави і права. –  

2018. – № 80. – С. 98–102. 

3. Левченко Н. М. Економічна дипломатія як запорука національної 

безпеки держави./ Н. М. Левченко. // Державне управління: удоско-

налення та розвиток. – 2020. – URL: http://www.dy.nayka.com.ua/ 

pdf/5_2020/4.pdf 

 

4.1. Subject. Public speaking. 

4.2. Type. Optional. 

4.3. Academic year. 2022/24 AY. 

4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position.  

 Razitskii V. I., Candidate of  Historical Sciences, Associate Professor 

of the Department of Philosophy, Sociology and Political Science. 

4.5. Learning outcomes. 

 Ability to prove the results of research and innovation and publicly 

present them, discuss them and discuss with the scientific and professional 

community. Ability to apply the acquired communicative competencies 

and ethical guidelines for scientific discussions and to find solutions to 

current problems of philosophy. 

4.6. Content. 

Oratory as a component of personality culture. The concept of public 

speaking. Functions of eloquence. Oratory in the humanities. Goals and 

objectives of public speaking. Formation of a positive professional image 

by means of language. The main stages of the origin and development of 

public speaking. Fundamentals of oratory skills of the teacher. Public 

speech of the teacher. Development of eloquence in Ukraine. Speaker and 

audience. Public speech. Figures of public speaking. Fundamentals of 

speech technique in public speaking. Evidence and justification in a public 

speech. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Corbet P.J. Classical Rhetoric for the Modern Student / P.J. Edward 

Corbett, Robert J. Connors. – Oxford University Press, 2018. – 578 р. 

2. Борґ Дж. Мистецтво говорити / Джеймс Борґ. – Фабула, 2020. –  

304 с. 

3. Риторика : навч. посібн. (упор. Т.К. Ісаєнко, А.В. Лисенко). – 

Полтава : ПолтНТУ, 2019. – 247 с. 

http://www.dy/
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4. Leith S. You Talkin’ To Me?: Rhetoric from Aristotle to Trump and 

Beyondю / Sam Leith – Profile Books, 2019. – 336 р.  

4.8. Planned learning activities and teaching methods.  

Lectures, seminars, practical tasks, independent work. 

4.9. Evaluation methods. 

- current control (surveys, colloquia, testing); 

- final control (credit). 

4.10. Language of learning and teaching. Ukrainian. 
 
4.1. Subject. Commercialization of intellectual property. 
4.2. Type. Optional. 
4.3. Academic year. 2022/24 AY. 
4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position. 
 Zhukovska V.M., Doctor of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor, 
Professor of the  Department of Management.  
4.5. Learning outcomes. 

Formation of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of theoretical 
knowledge and practical skills in the mechanism and organizational and legal 
support of commercialization of research and development results, application 
of specific methods and tools of commercialization, acquisition of professional 
competencies in planning, organization and control of knowledge 
commercialization projects. 
4.6. Content. 

Theoretical foundations of commercialization of intellectual property 
results. System of international agreements for commercialization of 
research and development results. Commercialization of copyright objects. 
Ways to commercialize the results of research and development. The 
mechanism of commercialization of the results of intellectual property in 
the enterprise. Tools for valuing intellectual property rights. Licensing as a 
form of commercialization of research and development results. 
Technology transfer management system. 
4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 
1. Коваль І.Ф. Комерціалізація прав інтелектуальної власності : навч. 

посіб. / І.Ф. Коваль. – Київ : Інтер Юрінком, 2018. – 456 с. 
2. Knowledge Transfer from Universities to Industry Through University 

Technology Transfer Offices / Asad Abbas, Anders Avdic, Kathryn 
Chang Barker, Peng Xiaobao // Наука та інновації. – 2018. – Т. 14. – 
№ 2. – С. 5–18. – Бібліогр.: 49 назв. – англ. http://dspace. nbuv. gov. 
ua/handle/ 123456789/134000 

3. Lee Peter, Reconceptualizing the Role of Intellectual Property Rights in 
Shaping Industry Structure (2019). 72 Vand. L. Rev. 1197 (2019).; UC 
Davis Legal Studies Research Paper. – URL : https://ssrn.com/ 
abstract=3271882 

https://knute.edu.ua/file/MzExMg==/bf7c9c3c9f3489c697490965fec73a20.pdf
http://dspace.nbuv.gov.ua/handle/%20123456789/134000
http://dspace.nbuv.gov.ua/handle/%20123456789/134000
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3271882
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3271882
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4. Your Guide to IP Commercialization. The European IP helpdesk. 2019. – 
URL: https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/2018-12/ european-ipr-
helpdesk-your-guide-to-ip-commercialisation.pdf 

4.8. Planned learning activities and teaching methods. 
Combination of traditional and non-traditional teaching methods with 

the use of innovative technologies: problem lectures, case study method, 
practical tasks with the use of information technologies, presentations, 
solving computational and analytical problems, independent work of 
students. 
4.9. Evaluation methods. 
- current control (testing, checking individual tasks, situational exercises, 

analytical and calculation and creative tasks, protection of individual and 

group projects); 

4.10. Language of learning and teaching. Ukrainian. 
 
4.1. Subject. Legal fundamentals of public administration of economy. 

4.2. Type. Optional (scientific seminars). 
4.3. Academic year. 2022/24 AY. 
4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position. 

Pustovit  Y.Y., Candidate of Judicial Sciences, Associate Professor 

of the Department of Administrative, Financial and Information Law. 

4.5. Number of hours. 90. 

4.6. Content.  
The first part of the discipline is devoted to the study of the concept of 

"public administration" and its results in the research field. The specifics 

and legal nature of the results of public administration, as well as the 

system of legislation of Ukraine in this area are studied. The second part 

focuses on the study of public administration as a process of development, 

adoption and implementation of management decisions in the field of 

economics. The mechanism, bodies, methods and styles of public 

administration in the field of economy are considered in detail. The third 

part is devoted to the responsibility in public administration in the field of 

economics. Issues such as types of liability and methods of bringing to 

justice are considered in detail. The last topic of the discipline is devoted to 

the effectiveness and efficiency of public administration in the field of 

economics. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Бородін І.Л. Адміністративне право України : підручник / 

І.Л. Бородін. –  Київ : Алерта, 2019. – 548 с. 

2. Галунько В. Адміністративне право України. Повний курс : під-

ручник;  за ред. В.  Галунька, О.  Правоторової, В. Галунько, 

https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/2018-12/%20european-ipr-helpdesk-your-guide-to-ip-commercialisation.pdf
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/2018-12/%20european-ipr-helpdesk-your-guide-to-ip-commercialisation.pdf
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П.  Діхтієвський,  О. Кузьменко. – 4-те вид. – Херсон : ОЛДІ-

ПЛЮС, 2021. –  656 с. 

3. Адміністративне право України. Повний курс : підручник / В. Галунько, 

Т. Коломоєць, О. Кузьменко, П. Діхтієвський, О. Джафарова та ін. ; 

за ред. В. Галунька, О. Правоторової. –3-те вид. – Київ : Акад. 

адмін.-правових наук, 2020. – 466 с. 

4. Дніпров О. Адміністративно-правові відносини в умовах транс-

формації предмета адміністративного права. / О. Дніпров // Підпр-

во, госп-во і право. 2021. – № 3. – С. 175–179. – URL: http://pgp-

journal.kiev.ua/archive/2021/3/28.pdf 

5. Гончарук С. Т. Інститут адміністративної відповідальності: окремі 

кроки оптимізації / С. Т. Гончарук, Д.Ф. Волонець // Право і сус-

пільство. – 2021. – № 3. – С. 81–87. – RL:http://www.pravo isuspilstvo. 

org.ua/archive/2021/3_2021/14.pdf 

 

4.1. Subject. The right of international responsibility. 

4.2. Type. Optional. 
4.3. Academic year. 2022/24 AY. 
4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position. 

Nevara L.М., Candidate of Judicial Sciences, Associate Professor of 

the Department of International, Civil and Commercial Law. 

4.5. Learning outcomes. Ability to study, compare, generalize, 

systematize the main international legal concepts and theories, formulate 

and substantiate scientific approaches to addressing pressing issues of 

international relations; knowledge of the principles of modern international 

law and their provision at the universal, regional and subregional levels, 

ability to form a system of knowledge about their status, features, trends 

and prospects for development; ability to apply scientific knowledge and 

methods in order to improve the legal mechanism for the implementation 

of international law at the universal, regional and subregional levels; 

ability to identify, formulate and propose innovative solutions to 

international legal problems; ability to achieve scientific results that 

rethink existing and create new holistic knowledge in accordance with 

current issues of international law using the latest research methods; ability 

to apply the methodology of legal analysis, as well as multidisciplinary 

analysis of international legal issues. 

List of program learning outcomes: ability to identify problems, 

identify scientific problems in the field of international law and choose 

http://pgp-journal.kiev.ua/archive/2021/3/28.pdf
http://pgp-journal.kiev.ua/archive/2021/3/28.pdf
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methods for solving them; ability to conduct research, identify new 

approaches, directions, ways to solve complex international legal 

problems; mastering the methods of legal and broader scientific analysis to 

solve both fundamental and applied problems of modern international law; 

mastering approaches to modeling complex international legal processes, 

forecasting their development in the conditions of dynamic world 

transformations; ability to develop specific proposals for improving the 

legal mechanism for the implementation of international law at the 

universal, regional and subregional levels; ability to act in difficult and 

unpredictable situations, to adapt to the new environment in professional 

activity. 

4.6. Content. The course is devoted to studying the evolution of the 

concept of international responsibility, its legal nature, the concept of 

international responsibility, relevant sources of international law, 

evaluating the results of codification of international responsibility of 

states, international organizations, identifying features of internationally 

illegal actions of the state and international organization. international 

organization, features of implementation of international responsibility. 

The subject of study of the discipline is a set of international law that 

establishes international responsibility, the principles of international law, 

as well as the process of their preparation, implementation, implementation 

by member countries. 

One of the disciplines is focused on the implementation of international 

responsibility, as well as trade and financial sanctions of the UN Security 

Council, arms embargoes, sanctions related to the interruption of air traffic, 

sanctions related to the ban on entry to other countries. , diplomatic 

sanctions of the UN Security Council, sanctions aimed at restricting or 

terminating scientific cooperation. 

The work of the International Law Commission, decisions of international 

judicial institutions and international organizations, etc. are studied. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Henriksen A. International Law: Second Edition. Oxford University 

Press. – London, 2019. – 384 р. 

2. Сироїд Т.Л. Міжнародне публічне право : підручник / Т.Л. Сироїд. – 

Одеса : Фенікс, 2018. – 744 с. 
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3. Міжнародне публічне право : підручник : у 2 т. / В.В. Мицик, 

М.В. Буроменський, О.В. Буткевич та ін. ; за ред. В.В. Мицика. – 2-

г вид., змін. – Харків : Право, 2020. – Т. 1. Основи теорії. – 416 с. 

4. Міжнародне публічне право : підручник : у 2 т. / В.В. Мицик, 

М.В. Буроменський, М.М. Гнатовський та ін. ; за ред. В.В. Мицика. – 

2-ге вид., змін. – Харків : Право, 2020. – Т. 2. Основні галузі. – 624 с. 

5. Zubok V. International Relations: 3 edition. Oxford University Press, 

2019. – 464 p. 

6. Ржевська В.С. Моделі колективної безпеки в доктрині і практиці 

міжнародного права : монографія / В. С. Ржевська. – Одеса : 

Фенікс, 2020. – 334 с. 

4.8. Planned learning activities and teaching methods. 

Lectures, seminars/practical classes; situation modeling; discussions. 

4.9. Evaluation methods: 

- current control (oral / written survey, verification of analytical notes, 

scientific reports, abstracts, verification of problem solving); 

- final control (credit). 

4.10. Language of learning and teaching. Ukrainian. 

 

 

1.1. Subject. Legal regulation of foreign economic activity. 

4.2. Type. Optional. 
4.3. Academic year. 2022/24 AY. 
4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position. 

Tishchenko Yu.V., Candidate of Judicial Sciences, Associate Professor 

of the Department of International, Civil and Commercial Law. 

4.5. Learning outcomes.  As a result of studying the discipline, the 

applicant must know the legal basis for regulation and implementation of 

foreign economic activity, the provisions of international agreements in the 

field of legal regulation of foreign economic activity, conditions and 

requirements for foreign economic activity, liability for offenses in foreign 

economic sphere. The applicant must be able to navigate in the system of 

international agreements and national legislation on legal regulation of 

foreign economic activity, to determine the benefits of concluding an 

Association Agreement between Ukraine and the European Union; analyze 

the content of regulations that form the legal basis for the regulation and 

implementation of foreign economic activity, and properly interpret them, 

apply the rules of legal acts in practical situations, in particular when 
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concluding foreign economic contracts, use legal remedies, use special 

legal terminology, apply legal knowledge for a reasonable assessment of 

legal facts and legal consequences arising from them, to solve specific 

practical issues using and referring to the sources of legal regulation of 

foreign economic activity and the practice of international commercial 

arbitration courts, to draw up legal documents to regulate foreign economic 

relations and protection rights and legitimate interests of the subjects of 

foreign economic activity. 

The list of program learning outcomes: ability to think abstractly, 

analyze and synthesize legal information in complex and unpredictable 

conditions; ability to identify problems, identify scientific problems in the 

field of international law and choose methods to solve them; ability to 

conduct research, identify new approaches, directions, ways to solve 

complex international legal problems; mastering the methods of legal and 

broader scientific analysis to solve both fundamental and applied problems 

of modern international law; mastering approaches to modeling complex 

international legal processes, forecasting their development in the 

conditions of dynamic world transformations; ability to develop specific 

proposals for improving the legal mechanism for the implementation of 

international law at the universal, regional and subregional levels; ability to 

act in difficult and unpredictable situations, to adapt to the new 

environment in professional activity. 

4.6. Content. Legal principles and directions of legal regulation of foreign 

economic activity. State regulation of foreign economic activity. Conditions 

for the implementation of foreign economic activity. Foreign economic 

agreements (contracts) and the law applicable to them. Agreement of 

international purchase and sale of goods. Some types of agreements 

(contracts) in foreign economic relations. Responsibility in foreign trade. 

Protection of the rights and legitimate interests of the subjects of foreign 

economic activity. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Дахно І.  Міжнародне економічне право-2: навч. посіб. / І. Дахно, 

В. Алієва-Барановська. –  Київ : ЦНЛ, 2019.  – 368 с. 

2. Дахно І.І. Регулювання зовнішньоекономічної діяльності: навч. 

посіб. / І.І. Дахно. –  Київ : ЦНЛ, 2019. – 454 с.   
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3. Правове регулювання зовнішньоекономічної діяльності : навч. 

посіб. / Дніпро : Ун-т митної справи та фінансів, 2021.  – 164 с. 

4. International Business Transactions in a Nutshell (Nutshells) / by Ralph 

Folsom, Michael Van Alstine, Michael Ramsey. – West Academc 

Publishing. 2020. – 547 p. 

4.8. Planned learning activities and teaching methods. 
Combination of traditional and non-traditional teaching methods with the 
use of innovative technologies: lectures (thematic, problem, lecture-
consultation); practical classes (trainings/presentations /discussions/work 
in small groups/other), independent work, consultations. 
4.9. Evaluation methods: 

- current control (scientific discussion, creative written works, testing, 

oral/written questioning, etc.); 

- final control (credit). 

4.10. Language of learning and teaching. Ukrainian. 

 

4.1. Subject. Legal ensurement of economic security. 

4.2. Type. Optional. 

4.3. Academic year. 2022/24 AY. 
4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position. 
 Hort I.V. Candidate of Sciences in Law, Associate Professor of the 
Department of Legal Support of Business Security; Head of the 
educational center for professional training of the municipal security forces 
of the Kyiv City Military Administration. 

4.5. Learning outcomes. 

 Formation of an objective idea of the essence and content of national 

economic security, its legal regulation, forms and methods of its legal 

organization, skills and practical skills in accordance with today's 

challenges. Disclosure of the essence of economic security, legal bases of 

its maintenance and system of the institutional mechanism of realization, 

protection and legal protection of economic legal relations. 

4.6. Content. 

The essence and conceptual and legal basis of economic security in 

Ukraine. The system of public authorities and local governments, which 

are tasked with ensuring economic security in our country. Content and 

rules for counteracting the main threats to economic security in Ukraine. 

The connection between globalization processes and the level of legal 

security of economic security in the country and the world. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Про оборону: Закон України від 06.12.1991. – URL: https://zakon. 

rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1932-12/card2#Card 

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Ralph+Folsom&text=Ralph+Folsom&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Ralph+Folsom&text=Ralph+Folsom&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=Michael+Van+Alstine&text=Michael+Van+Alstine&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_3?ie=UTF8&field-author=Michael+Ramsey&text=Michael+Ramsey&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
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2. Про правовий режим воєнного стану: Закон України від 12.05.2015  

№ 389-VIII. // Голос України. – 2015. – 10 черв. (№ 101).  – С. 4.  

3. Уряд схвалив Стратегію економічної безпеки до 2025 року // 

Економічна правда : сайт. 10.03.2021. – URL : https://www.epravda. 

com.ua/news/2021/03/10/671791/.  

4. Фінансово-економічна безпека: теоретико-правові аспекти : навч. 

посіб. / кол. авт. К. Р. Резворович (кер.), О. С. Юнін, О. О. Круглова 

та ін. – Дніпро : Видавець Біла К. О., 2019. – 195 с.  

5. Марченко О.М. Фінансова безпека держави : навч. посіб. / О.М. 

Марченко, Я.Я. Пушак, І.О. Ревак. –  Львів, 2020.  – 356 с.  

6. Лекарь С. Правове регулювання економічної безпеки в Україні. / 

С. Лекарь. // Підпр-во, госп-во і право.  – 2019. – № 12. – С. 186–191.  

7. Reznik О. Financial security of the state.  / О. Reznik, А. Kovalchuk, О. 

Getmanets, V. Nastyuk, N Andriichenko.// Journal of Security and 

Sustainability Issues. – 2020. – Vol. 9. – № 3. – Pp. 843–852.  

4.8. Planned learning activities and teaching methods.  

Combination of traditional and non-traditional teaching methods with the 

use of innovative technologies: lectures (thematic/problem/lecture-

consultation/lecture-conference), practical classes (training/presentation 

/discussion), independent work, consultations. 

4.9. Evaluation methods: 
- current control (scientific discussion, creative written work, performance 

of situational tasks); 

- final control (credit). 

4.10. Language of learning and teaching. Ukrainian. 

 

4.1. Subject. International maritime law. 

4.2. Type. Optional. 

4.3. Academic year. 2022/24 AY. 
4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position. 

Pereverzeva O.S., Candidate of Judicial Sciences, Associate Professor 

of the Department of International, Civil and Commercial Law. 

4.5. Learning outcomes. Ability to study, compare, generalize, 

systematize the main international legal concepts and theories, formulate 

and substantiate scientific approaches to address current issues of 

international relations; knowledge of the principles of modern international 

law and their provision at the universal, regional and subregional levels, 

ability to form a system of knowledge about their status, features, trends 

and prospects for development; ability to apply scientific knowledge and 
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methods in order to improve the legal mechanism for the implementation 

of international law at the universal, regional and subregional levels; 

ability to reconcile the goals of an individual subject of international law 

with the trends of world development, including in the global dimension. 

List of program learning outcomes: ability to identify problems, 

identify scientific problems in the field of international law and choose 

methods for solving them; ability to identify factors and indicators of their 

impact on the development of international law at the universal, regional 

and subregional levels; mastering approaches for modeling complex 

international legal processes, forecasting their development in the 

conditions of dynamic world transformations. 

4.6. Content. International maritime law studies the general provisions and 

principles of international maritime law, the legal status of the main 

subjects of international maritime law; international legal classification of 

maritime areas, including, in particular, inland waters, territorial sea, 

archipelago waters, adjacent zone, exclusive economic zone, continental 

shelf, high seas, international seabed, international rivers, canals and 

straits. During the study of the discipline the attention is focused on the 

concept and legal status of the sea vessel, its crews. When studying the 

discipline "International Maritime Law", attention is focused on the 

following issues: international legal regulation of transportation of 

passengers, luggage and cargo by sea; international legal regulation of 

maritime safety; international intergovernmental and non-governmental 

organizations, their influence on the development of international maritime 

law; international maritime organization as a legal regulator in the field of 

merchant shipping; international legal support for the protection of the 

marine environment; settlement of international maritime disputes. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Henriksen A. International Law: Second Edition. Oxford University 

Press.  – London, 2019. – 384 р. 

2. Tanaka Y. The International Law of the Sea: 3rd edition. Cambridge – 

University Press, 2019. –  557 р. 

3. The International Law of the Sea: 2nd Edition. D.R. Rothwell, 

T. Stephens. – Hart Publishing, 2016. –  608 p. 
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4. Міжнародне публічне право : підручник : у 2 т. Т. 2 / В.В. Мицик, 

М.В. Буроменський, М.М. Гнатовський та ін. ; за заг. ред. 

В.В. Мицика. – Харків : Право, 2018. – 624 с. 

5. Ярова А.О. Практика розгляду спорів щодо забруднення морського 

середовища в результаті аварійного випадку / А.О. Ярова // Oxford 

Journal of Legal Studies. – 2017. – Issues 4 (2). – Volume 37. – P. 923–933. 

4.8. Planned learning activities and teaching methods. 

Lectures, seminars/practical classes; situation modeling; discussions. 

4.9. Evaluation methods: 
- current control (oral/written survey, verification of analytical notes, 

scientific reports, abstracts, verification of problem solving); 

- final control (credit). 

4.10. Language of learning and teaching. Ukrainian. 

 

4.1. Subject. International financial law. 

4.2. Type. Optional. 

4.3. Academic year. 2022/24 AY. 
4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position. 

Sudarenko O.V.,Candidate of Judicial Sciences, Associate Professor of 

the Department of Administrative, Financial and Information Law. 

4.5. Learning outcomes. Knowledge and understanding to assess the 

foreign policy positions and actions of Ukraine and other states on finance 

and taxation, as well as international bodies and organizations, 

identification of related future opportunities and risks; analysis of practical 

situations; assessment of international and domestic events and facts that 

have international legal significance for the circulation of finance, in order 

to identify in the events and facts of international life trends and patterns, 

their formulation and forecasting of social processes; drafting of 

international agreements and related documentation (texts of draft laws, 

comparative tables, explanatory notes and other accompanying 

documentation to draft laws, etc.) in Ukrainian and foreign languages, 

drafting of procedural documents for court proceedings, as well as analysis 

of their content; development of measures for Ukraine's cooperation with 

the World Bank, the IMF and other international financial organizations. 

List of program learning outcomes: ability to identify problems, 

identify scientific problems in the field of international law and choose 

methods for solving them; ability to conduct research, identify new 
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approaches, directions, ways to solve complex international legal 

problems; ability to identify factors and indicators of their impact on the 

development of international law at the universal, regional and subregional 

levels; mastering approaches for modeling complex international legal 

processes, forecasting their development in the conditions of dynamic 

world transformations. 

4.6. Content. The concept, subject, system of international financial law, 

its place in the global legal system. Object, sources and principles of 

international financial law. The state as the main subject of international 

financial law. Purpose, tasks and status of international financial 

organizations. Features of international banking, currency, debt relations. 

Basic principles of effective banking supervision (Basic Basel principles). 

International Monetary Fund, IMF law. Government borrowings. 

Eurobonds as a tool for raising loan capital. International legal regulation 

of financial control. International Organization of Supreme Bodies of 

Public Financial Control - INTOSAI. International legal responsibility in 

international financial relations. Sanctions in international financial law. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Bamford C. Principles of International Financial Law: 3nd Edition. 

Oxford University Press, 2019. – 368 p. 

2. Wood Philip R. Law and Practice of International Finance. Sweet & 

Maxwell, 2019. 9 Volumes. 

3. Лазебник Л.Л. Міжнародне фінансове право : навч. посіб. / 

Л.Л. Лазебник, М.Ф. Анісімова ; Університет ДФС України. –  

2-ге вид., оновл. і допов. – Ірпінь, 2017. – 700 с. 

4.8. Planned learning activities and teaching methods. 
Lectures, seminars/practical classes; solving test tasks; situation modeling; 
discussions. 

4.9. Evaluation methods: 
- current control (testing, surveys, verification of scientific reports, 

analytical notes, essays, verification of problem solving); 

- final control (credit). 

4.10. Language of learning and teaching. Ukrainian. 

 

1.1. Subject. International energy law. 

4.2. Type. Optional. 

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Colin+Bamford&text=Colin+Bamford&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.sweetandmaxwell.co.uk/Catalogue/Results.aspx?ns=F_sort_PF&pagesize=20&q=x1=F_adv_SMG_Pub;q1=Sweet%20&%20Maxwell
https://www.sweetandmaxwell.co.uk/Catalogue/Results.aspx?ns=F_sort_PF&pagesize=20&q=x1=F_adv_SMG_Pub;q1=Sweet%20&%20Maxwell
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4.3. Academic year. 2022/24 AY. 
4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position. 

Plakhotnyuk N.V., Candidate of Judicial Sciences, Associate Professor 

of the Department of International, Civil and Commercial Law. 

4.5. Learning outcomes.  Ability to study, compare, generalize, 

systematize the main international legal concepts and theories, formulate 

and substantiate scientific approaches to addressing pressing issues of 

international relations; ability to apply scientific knowledge and methods 

in order to improve the legal mechanism for the implementation of 

international law at the universal, regional and subregional levels; ability to 

identify, formulate and propose innovative solutions to international legal 

problems; ability to determine the targets for the development of 

international law at the universal, regional and subregional levels, taking 

into account the institutional, sectoral and global prerogatives of world 

development; ability to adapt international legal experience to the needs of 

an individual state, national branch of law, public authority and local 

government in the context of globalization, ability to reconcile the goals of 

an individual subject of international law with world development trends, 

including in the global dimension; ability to use the norms of international 

law to ensure economic cooperation of states, protection of their national 

interests, settlement of trade disputes, investment and other disputes. 

List of program learning outcomes: ability to identify problems, 

identify scientific problems in the field of international law and choose 

methods for solving them; ability to conduct research, identify new 

approaches, directions, ways to solve complex international legal 

problems; ability to identify factors and indicators of their impact on the 

development of international law at the universal, regional and subregional 

levels; mastering approaches to modeling complex international legal 

processes, forecasting their development in the conditions of dynamic 

world transformations. 

4.6. Content. Modern system of international energy law and trends in its 

development. Formation of international energy law under the influence of 

the development of world energy and international law. Political and legal 

positions of individual states and groups of states in the energy sector. 

Ukraine as a subject of international energy law. Jurisdiction of EU bodies 

in the energy sector. Interstate organizations and institutions in the global 
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energy system. Different legal positions on the European Energy Charter 

and the Energy Charter Treaty. Environmental aspects of energy law. 

Responsibility for transboundary environmental impacts during the energy 

cycle. The concept of sustainable development as an important conceptual 

basis for the development of regulation in the energy sector. The Energy 

Charter Treaty and the Protocol to the Energy Charter are the first 

international legal instruments to bring together rules on trade and 

investment and on environmental protection in the context of the energy 

sector. Energy efficiency as a tool that simultaneously contributes to the 

achievement of three main goals of energy policy: improving energy 

security; reduction of harmful environmental impact due to the use of 

energy resources; increasing the competitiveness of industry. The problem 

of legal qualification of energy poverty in the EU and Ukraine. The need to 

form a holistic concept of combating it. International legal regulation of 

environmentally oriented energy. Environmentally oriented energy (EOEn) 

in the field of international law regulation. The place of the concept of 

EOE within the legal system. International legal source base for regulation 

of EOEn. The role of international standards in the promotion of EOE as 

an alternative to carbon energy. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Directive 2009/72/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 

13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the internal market in 

electricity and repealing Directive 2003/54/EC. Official Journal, L 211. 

2009. – Р. 55–93. 

2. Directive 2009/73/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 

13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the internal market in natural 

gas and repealing Directive 2003/55/EC. Official Journal, L 211. 2009. – 

Р. 94–136. 

3. Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 of the European Parliament and of the 

Council of 13 July 2009 on conditions for access to the network for 

cross-border exchanges in electricity and repealing Regulation (EC) 

No 1228/2003. Official Journal, L 211. 2009. – Р. 15–35. 

4. Naseem M. International Energy Law. Kluwer Law International, 2017. – 

270 p. 
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5. Talus K., R.J. Heffron. What is «International Energy Law» or «Energy 

Law»?», 2018. – URL : https://www.ogel.org/article.asp?key=3762 

6. Crossley P. Renewable Energy Law: An International Assessmen. Cambridge 

University Press, 2019. – 298 p. 

4.8. Planned learning activities and teaching methods. 
Lectures, seminars /practical classes; solving test tasks; situation modeling; 
discussions. 

4.9. Evaluation methods: 
- current control (testing, surveys, verification of scientific reports, 

analytical notes, essays, verification of problem solving); 

- final control (credit). 

4.10. Language of learning and teaching. Ukrainian. 

 

 

4.1. Subject. International justice. 

4.2. Type. Optional (scientific seminars). 

4.3. Academic year. 2022/24 AY. 
4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position. 

Nevara L.М., Candidate of Judicial Sciences, Associate Professor of 

the Department of International, Civil and Commercial Law. 

4.5. Number of hours. 90. 

4.6. Content.   

Raison d’être of international justice. Institutes of International Justice. 

Universal institutes of international justice. Courts of international 

integration associations. International justice in the field of human rights. 

International criminal justice. International protection of the rights of 

employees of international organizations. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Комарова Т.В. Суд Європейського Союзу: розвиток судової системи 

та практики тлумачення права ЄС : монографія / Т.В. Комарова. – 

Харків : Право, 2018. – 528 с. 

2. Євінтов В.І. Адміністративні трибунали міжнародних організацій. – 

URL : https://vue.gov.ua/Адміністративні_трибунали_міжнародних_ 

організацій 

https://www.ogel.org/article.asp?key=3762
https://www.amazon.in/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Penelope+Crossley&search-alias=stripbooks
https://vue.gov.ua/%D0%84%D0%B2%D1%96%D0%BD%D1%82%D0%BE%D0%B2_%D0%92._%D0%86.
https://vue.gov.ua/Адміністративні_трибунали_міжнародних_організацій
https://vue.gov.ua/Адміністративні_трибунали_міжнародних_організацій
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3. An Introduction to International Criminal Law and Procedure: 

4th edition. Robinson D., Vasiliev S. Cambridge University Press, 

2019. – 640 p. 

 

4.1. Subject. National and international legal systems. 
4.2. Type. Optional. 
4.3. Academic year. 2022/2024 AY. 

4.4. Lecturer, academic degree, rank, position. 

Fursa S. Ya., Doctor of Juridical Science, Professor of the 

Department of International, Civil and Commercial Law. 

4.5. Learning outcomes. Ability to study, compare, generalize, systematize 

the main international legal concepts and theories, formulate and substantiate 

scientific approaches to addressing pressing issues of international relations; 

knowledge of the principles of modern international law and their provision 

at the universal, regional and sub-regional levels, the ability to form a system 

of knowledge about their status, features, trends and prospects for 

development; ability to apply scientific knowledge and methods in order to 

improve the legal mechanism for the implementation of international law at 

the universal, regional and subregional levels; ability to identify key 

determinants of international development, assess their impact on the 

strategies of behavior of subjects of international law and change 

international relations in general; ability to model and predict the 

development of international law at the universal, regional and subregional 

levels, including in conditions of uncertainty, risk and / or asymmetry of 

information; ability to determine the targets of the development of 

international law at the universal, regional and subregional levels, taking into 

account the institutional, sectoral and global prerogatives of world 

development; ability to adapt international legal experience to the needs of an 

individual state, national branch of law, public authority and local 

government in the context of globalization; the ability to reconcile the goals 

of an individual subject of international law with the trends of world 

development, in particular in the global dimension. 

List of program learning outcomes: the ability to learn and apply the 

acquired knowledge and skills for research and implementation of its results 

in practice; mastering the methods of legal and broader scientific analysis to 

solve both fundamental and applied problems of modern international law; 

ability to determine the factors and indicators of their influence on the 

development of international law at the universal, regional 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/search?filters%5BauthorTerms%5D=Darryl%20Robinson&eventCode=SE-AU
https://www.cambridge.org/core/search?filters%5BauthorTerms%5D=Sergey%20Vasiliev&eventCode=SE-AU
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and the subregional level; mastering approaches to modeling complex 

international legal processes, forecasting their development in the conditions 

of dynamic world transformations. 

4.6. Content. The course is devoted to the study of the following issues: 

general theoretical characteristics of the legal system; national legal 

systems and trends in their integration; the ratio of national and 

international legal systems; characteristics of modern international legal 

systems; the impact of globalization and regionalization on the legal 

systems of today. 

4.7. Recommended sources and other learning resources/tools. 

1. Сироїд Т. Л. Міжнародне публічне право : підручник / Т. Л. Сироїд. – 

Одеса : Фенікс, 2018. – 744 с. 

2. Міжнародне публічне право : підручник : у 2 т. / В. В. Мицик,  

М. В. Буроменський, О. В. Буткевич та ін. ; за заг. ред. В. В. Мицика. – 

Харків : Право, 2019. – Т. 1. Основи теорії. – 416 с. 

3. Koesrianti K. International Cooperation Among States in Globalized 

Era: The Decline of State Sovereignty. Indonesia Law Review. 2015. 3. 

267–284. 

4. Chesterman S., Malone D., Villalpando S. The Oxford Handbook of 

United Nations Treaties. Oxford University Press, 2019. – 736 p. 

5. Newman M. Transitional Justice: Contending with the Past: 1st Edition. 

Polity, 2019. – 210 p. 

4.8. Planned learning activities and teaching methods. 
Lectures, seminars / practical classes; situation modeling; discussions. 

4.9. Evaluation methods. 

- current control (oral / written survey, verification of analytical notes, 

scientific reports, abstracts, verification of problem solving); 

- final control (credit). 

4.10. Language of learning and teaching. Ukrainian. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/International-Relations-Eric-Shiraev/dp/019064852X?tag=uuid10-20
https://www.amazon.com/International-Relations-Eric-Shiraev/dp/019064852X?tag=uuid10-20
https://www.amazon.com/International-Relations-Eric-Shiraev/dp/019064852X?tag=uuid10-20
https://www.amazon.com/International-Relations-Eric-Shiraev/dp/019064852X?tag=uuid10-20
https://www.amazon.com/International-Relations-Eric-Shiraev/dp/019064852X?tag=uuid10-20
https://www.amazon.com/International-Relations-Eric-Shiraev/dp/019064852X?tag=uuid10-20
https://www.amazon.com/International-Relations-Eric-Shiraev/dp/019064852X?tag=uuid10-20
https://www.amazon.com/International-Relations-Eric-Shiraev/dp/019064852X?tag=uuid10-20

